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Last semester, the Missouri
Miner reported on the University of
' Missouri-Rolla's alleged violations of
environmental laws in connection
with ·a lead research project. At the
time, March 9, the Missouri Department of Natural Resources had issued
a "notice of violation" t~ UMR and
had given the university 15 days to
respond to it. Subsequently, UMR has
responded and the DNR has dropped
any further inquiry.
The
DNR's
investigation
stemmed from complaints made
against the university by a former
employee, Bob Lunsford. Lunsford
alleged that the low-alpha lead
research project 'on which he worked
conducted by the Center for Pyrometallurgy (Pyromet) improperly handled
hazardous waste and did not provide
employees with adequate protection.
The low-alpha lead research
project was sponsored by Doe Run, a
lead mining company which had previously been implicated in a number
of environmental problems. The project was designed to test the feasibility
of producing low-alpha lead, a material which has numerous high-tech and

computer applications. In order to process had failed and discharged an
manufacture the lead, galena,' or lead estimated fourteen pounds of lead sulsulfide ore, is smelted. Between Jan.
fide into the environment over two
20, 1997 and March 14, 1998, 12 hours. This was four pounds above the
smelting runs were conducted in a quantity which, when accidentally
small induction furnace, and the total released, must be reported to the
smelting time was around 112 hours. MDNR emergency. response unit.
The project was lead by Dr. Dave
The third and fourth unsatisfacRobertson, and the smelter was locat- tory features dealt with the possible
ed in McNutt Hall.
release of crude lead particulate .
On Dec. 21 , 1999, the Environ- According to the MDNR, "UMR
mental Protection Agency and the caused pollution of ,vaters of the state,
MDNR performed an inspection on or placed or caused or permitted to be
smelter and the facilities for the low- placed a water contaminant in a locaalpha lead project. After reviewing tion where it is reasonably certain to
their findings and supplemental infor- cause pollution of the waters of the
mation provided by UMR, the MDNR state." This occurred when the bag
issued a "Notice of Violation #533 1", house was cleaned. Before lead ox ide
in which it noted several "unsatisfac- -dust was removed from the bag house,
tory features" of the project.
plastic was laid down on the asphalt to
The first unsatisfactory feature, contain it. This however, did not comaccording to the Compliance Evalua- pletely work, and some was released.
tion Inspection Report by the DNR, The dust was then, as Robertson statwas "a failure to determine if waste is ed during the inspection, vacumed or
hazardous." This relates to the steel swept up. The remaining dust was
crucibles, duct work, cleaning rags washed off with a hose and drained
and other trash that may have con- into a storm water drain near McNutt.
tained lead.
The MDNR requested UMR to
The second problem noted was a respond to the problems, as part of the
"fai lure to notify MDNR of the · notice. On the first unsatisfactory fearelease of a reportable quantity of haz- ture, UMR responded that the waste
ardous waste. " During the inspection, mentioned in the report was deterRobertson told the MDNR that during mined not to be hazardous, and that
a smelting run, the bag house which
contains dust released during the
see DNR, page 4

Chi Omega, Kappa Delta
sorority houses vandalized
By CHIP KASTNER

Assistant News Editor
of the Missouri Miner

Someti~e between the hours of 3 a.m.
and 7 a.m. of Thursday, Sept. 14, the Chi
Omega and Kappa Delta sorority houses
were vandalized. Kappa Delta reported the
incident to the Rolla Police Department al
7:35 on the morning of the 14th. Chi Omega
took the same action at 7:37.
The vandals sprayed the contents of a
fire extinguisher across the back of the Chi
Omega house. The same fire extinguisher
was then thrown through one of the house's
windows. None of the mem bers of the sorority were injured.
" Safety is the first priority at our
house," Kristen Hartman, president of the
University of Missouri-Rolla's chapter of
Chi Omega, stated. "We take all precautions
possible to ensure the safety of our sisters.
However, this was a freak incident; not

much could have been done to prevent it ."
Vandals also uprooted nowers in front
of the Kappa Delta house. Furthermore. one
of the sorority 's mailboxes was uprooted
and thrown into the backyard of the Kappa
Delta annex, which is across 18th Street
from the main house. The other mailbox was
stolen and is yet to be found.
Julie Crow, president of UMR 's chapter of Kappa Delta said, " We filed a police
report with the Rolla Police Department,
and if anyone has any more information, we
would relllly appreciate it if they would let
RPD know."
These acts of vandalism follow the
April 17 vandalism of all three UMR sororities' listservs. The incidents are not thought
to be related.
The investigation into the incidents is
ongoing, but Hartman stated that there are
currently no leads or suspects. The Rolla
Police Department has released no further
information regarding the incidents at this
time.

This baghouse, a pollution control device attached to a
lead smelter in McNutt, failed twice possibly resulting in
the discharge of lead sulfate.
photo by Gretchen Gawer

UMR creates new marketing department
as a part of its restructuring design
By MATT SMELCER

of the Missouri Miner

The University of Missouri-Rolla is seeking
to enhance its reputation nationally and to improve
its ability of marketing the campus to a larger number of prospective students through the development of a new marketing office within the Division
of University En hancement. Over the next year,
the results of the creation of the new office should
be visible.
The office is being created based on the recommendations from a UMR' task force that was
established earlier this year. The goal of the task
force is to examine the campus ' organizational
structure and seek out opportunities for improvc>ment. The marketing effort has been endorsed by
the campus administration on an interim basis
through September 1,2001 , or until a new chan:
cellor authorizes a different approach.
Some new positions will be delegated to take
on the new responsibilties. Some of them include
moving Connie Eggert, UMR's director of deve~

opment, up to interim assistant vice chancellor for
marketing and development, ~ext in line to Neil
Sm ith, Vice Chance llor for University Advancc>ment. Eggert has directed UMR's marketing
efforts over the past year on a part-time basis. In
her new position, Eggert will continue to oversee
the UMR development office. She brings more
than I I years of corporate marketing expertise to
this new assignment.
Sandra Ogrosky and Phil Campbell, development officers irt the current development organiza.
tion, will share responsibilities as co-interim directors, and the management of the campus development efforts.
Rita Schneider, an administrative assistant in
the development office, has been appointed to an
interim administrative coordinator position under
Eggert. Bev. Johnson will be assuming Schne~
der's position during the period as administrative
assistant in the development office.
The marketing office will hire two additional
full-time staff members as an addition to the
restructuring, such as an interim marketing faci l~
tator/analyst and an interim senior secretary.

.,... 111'••• .", . . . .
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NEWSBRIEFS ON CAMPUS
ing's fourth lDDuai Frontien ofEaaFAllada wins Best neering
s~ium.
Paper Award from
New appointments
ASME
for Birman, Carroll
Dr. Venkat Allada, Assistant
Professor· of Engineering Manage- and Liou
ment, and his student Shivakumar
Viswanathan, received the Best
Paper Award from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers at
ASM'E's 2000 International Design
and Engineering Technical Conferences : Design for Manufacturing
Conference, held Sept. 10-13 in Baltimore; Maryland.
The work presented at the conference was related to a project sponsored by the National Science Foundation and Lucent Technologies. In
1997, Allada was one of 18
'researchers across the nation to
ftceive an NSFlLucent Technologies
Industrial Ecology Research Fellowship to develop a method to aid in the
design of products 't hat can be disassembled into reusable, recyclable or
benignly disposable components.
The winning paper, titled "Confi guration Analysis to Support Product Re-Design for the End of Life
Disassembly," describes what Allada
calls "a formal configuration value
model" to hel p product designers
come up with the "optimal configuration of cost and val ue elements in
product system design." .
Such a system eventually helps
prod uct designers dev.elop products
that are easily disassembled, Allada
says.
In
1t10n to the NSFlLucent
Technologies fellowship, Allada was
narned the Society of Manufacturing
I!njjinCCl'$' Dell K . Allen Outstanding Young Manufacturing Engineer
of 1998. Also in 1998, he was one of
83 young engineers from industry,
aCademia and government research
laboratories chosen to participate in
the National Academy of Engineer-

dIt The

~

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
is now director of UMR's new Manufacturinll Enllineering Educ.tion
~ A member of the UMR faculty Iince 1987, Liou was Interim
Director of the Interdisciplinary
Manufacturing Engineering Program, which was created earlier this
year. UMR is the only university in
Missouri to offer such a program.
Liou is a researcher with UMR's
Intelligent
associate

School of EnlillCCl'inl Dean
Bob Mitchell recently - . - e d
several new appoi_ widlia the
school. All of the followinll ~
ments took efJect Sept. 1,
Dr. Victor BimllD, Professor of
Mechaniq.1 and Aerospace Engineering, is now Interim Director of
the UMR , Engineering ~'u~,....'"
Center at St. Louis,
graduate programs
from facilities located
Louis campus.
James H. Hahn, the
since 1995, who retired.
member of the UMR faculty -"'~""':,~. IIJI
1989, has also been on the
ulty si nce that time. He is a
the American Society of Mt:cliani cl\!
Engineers and an associate fellow
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Dr. Douglas Carroll, Associate
Professor of Basic Engineering at the schoo l
Uni versity of Missouri-Ro lla, is now 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on Mondays
di rector of the UMR Student Design
and Thursdays in the Mark Twain
Competition Centei. In addition to Room of University Center-East on
funding assistance, the center pro- the UMR campus.
vides shop space to ho use eq uipment
Dr. Robert Oetting, an experiand vehicles for UMR 's student enced pilot and certified gro und
design competi tion teams, including school instructor, w ill conduct class
the so lar car, fo rmula car, steel sessions. The course, which is
bridge, concrete canoe, human . p.()~ designed to prepare individuals for
ered ve hicle and' heavy lift airplane . the Federal Aviation Administration
teams.
private .pilot written exam, is open to
Carroll is also the primary facanyone who is interested in aviation .
ulty advisor to the UMR solar car However, the total enrollment i's limteam, which won Sunrayce'99. Paul ited to 25 .
Those who wish to take the
Hirtz, a solar car team member who
is pursuing a Ph.D. in Engineeri ng written exam must be recommended
Mnagement at UMR, is the center 's by a pri vate instructor. "This ground
ass istant director.
school will provide the required recDr. Frank Liou, Professor of . ommen dation in add ition to the nec-

Missouri Miner

The Mis s o uri Miner is a publication of the
students of the University of Misso uri · Rolla. It is
distributed each Wednesday in' Rolla, Missouri
and features activities of the students of UMR.
The Missouri Miner is also online at
h ttp : // www. umr . e d u/-miner.

The Missouri Miner encourages comments
from its readers and will attempt to print a ll
responsible letters a nd editorial material
received. All s ubmissions must have a name,
student 10 numbe r, and phone number for ve rifi·
cation. Names may be withheld if request is jus·
Ufied .
The Missouri Miner is ope rated by the s tu·
dents of UM R a nd the opinions expressed in it do
not necessarily refl ect those of the un iversity, fac- .
ulty. or stude nt body.
All a rticles , fe atures, photographs . a nd illustrations pu blished a re ' the property of the Mlssqurl Miner a nd may not be reproduced or pub·
lished w~hout written pennission.

Submissions for publication must be in o ur
mail box in 113 University Center-West by 3:30
p.m. on the Thursday before publication. Sub·
missions will be accepted th rough e·mail at'
mine r@umr . edu. The Missouri Miner reserves
the right to edit a ll s ubmissions for style, gra m·
mar, punctuation. spelling, length. and matte rs of
good taste.
Ma iling Add ress:
102A S tudent Organizations Annex
University of Missouri - Ro lla
Ro lla, MO 65401 -0249
P hone :
Ma in Office : (573) 341-43 12
Adve rtising Office: (573) 341 -4235
E-Mail:
miner@umr . edu

essary training required to take the
written test,". says Oetting, a Professor Emeritus of Aerospace Engineering and engineering mechanics at
UMR.
The private pilot ground' school
is offered through the continuing
education program at UMR. The
course fee is $90. For more information or to make reservations, call
(573) 341-4200.

Short courses to be
conducted
over
weekfaculty, alumni and
the University of Miswill offer short courses

are free and open to
Anyone plan ning to
sho uld contact the MSMat (573)
Short courses include:
Friday, October 6
- Noon-I p.m., Mark Twain Room,
University Center-East, Dr. Paul F.
Cretin, business speciali st, Uni versity of M issouri O utreach and Ex tension. Course participants w ill be
introduced to planning, financing
and m~nag ing their own businesses.
- 1-2 p.m ., Mark Twain Room, Un iv~rsity Center-East, "Tht ProcessManaged Business." Greg McClain
of the Business Process Excellence
group at John Deere Co., will provide practical tools for shifting the
focus of your operation to process
management over time.
-2-3 p.m., Silver & Gold Room,
University Center-East, " Multicultural Poetry Reading." Toni Scott,

UMR Director of the Multicultural
Education Support Program, and current UMR students, will lead a multicultural poetry reading, a fun way to
"expand your c.ultural horizons" and
see how the UMR campus environment has evolved since you were
here.
-3-4 p.m., Mark Twain Room, University Center-East, "Oak Leaves
and Shillelaghs." Dr. Jack Ridley,
UMR Distinguished Teaching Professor of History, will present an
engaging history ofMSM-UMR over
the last 130 years,
-4-5 p.m., .Meramec Room, University Center-East, "The Expanding
Universe of Military and Civilian
Satellite Technology. " Dr. Ann
Miller, UMR's Cynthia Tang Missouri Dis tinguished Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, former Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for command, con:
trol , communications, computing,
inte ll igence, electronic warfare ' and
space, wi ll present an overview of
sate ll ite communication .
Satu rday, October 7
- 9:30-10:30 a. m., Missouri Room,
University Center-East, " Who said
UMR eng in eers can ' t communicate?" UMR gradu ate Vanessa Goodwin wi ll provide simple tips on how
to im prove ' yo ur communication
skills for yo ur personal and business
advantage. She will also give some
backgrou nd on how the UMR Toastmasters club developed.
~ 1.0:30- 11 :30 a.m., 'Center for Writing Technologies, 113 Campus Support Facility, "Five Steps to Clearer
Writing." Dr. Linda Bergmann, interim chair of English and director of
UMR's Writing Across the Curriculum Program, will present a short,
hands-on version of 'The Little Red
Schoolhouse" principles, which have
been widely applied in professional
writing workshops nationwide.

r---------Jl Current Staff ~t--------,
Edl tor-In-Chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Ra ndal A. Burd , Jr. (burd @ umr.edu)
Business Ma nager .. . .. . .... . ... . . . ..... Alla n Annae rt (annaert @umr.ed u)
Assis ta nt Business Ma nager. . . . .
. .... J essic a Ward Ue ssica @umr.ed u)
Ma n a g ing EdIto r . . .... . .... . ......... . .... Bra dley Ne uvi lle (bjn @umr.edu)
Assis ta nt Managi ng Ed itor. . . . . . . . . .
. .... Ma ri Hutchison (mary m @umr.edu)
News Edito r.
. ... . .. . .. .. .. ... ... Gre tc he n Gawe r (gga wer@ u m r.ed u)
Assistant News Editor ........ .. . . .. . , ..... C hip Kas tne r (ckastne r@umr.edu)
Features EdIto r ............ . .. , .. , .. . .And rea Be nso n (a be nson @umr:edu )
Assista nt Feature s Ed itor. . ........ , .
.' .. . . : Joe Mille r Uoseph @umr.edu)
Sports Ed itor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . S ean Zuc kerm a n (szuck@ umr.edu) .
Assista nt S po rts Editor....... . . .. . .. . ..... . .. Tera McCallu m (tera @um r.ed u)
Advertising Director .. . . . . .. .... . . .. .. .. . . Debbie Muller (dm uller@ um r.edu )
As sistant Ad ve rtis ing Director . ... ... . . . .. . . .. ... Jeff Mue ller Umue ll @umr.edu )
Photo EdIto r . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ..•. .. . . . ...... S a rah Taylor (skt @umr.edu)
Assista nt Photo Editor...... . . . . .. . ....... . Bra ndo n Be lvin (bbe lvin @umr.e du)
C opy Manag e r ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Justin Burd Uburd @umr.edu)
Staff Writers: Chad Cole , Sarah Cowan , Ira Dunn, R. Michael Franco, Rebecca Lex8 , Josh Martin. Matt
Smelcer, Antone Smith
Photographers: Kristen DeFilippo, Bria n "Seaver" Partridg e. Jasyn "Doozle" Randazzo. Curtis Stratman
Proofreaders : Martin Ru st, Matt Smelcer
Circulation: Marl Hutchison, Joe Miler .
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Science and Technology Update:
UMR professor develops Rapid
Freezi ng Prototyping method
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Eight Native American tribes
New cancer treatment shows
in Virginia may obtain federal
promise
recognition .
Rep. James P. Moran Jr. of Virg ini a introduced a
proposal that wo uld grant partial a utonomy to eight
native tribes. Combined, the tribes are req uesting
more than two thousand acres in two separate reservations. Recogniti on from the Federal Gove rnm ent
wo uld make the tribes sovereign nations . Objections
in Virg ini a mostly stem fro m the fact that if recognized , the tribes co uld build casinos without approval
from the state .

Survey reveals high ·occurrence of hazing . at high
school level
Nadine C. Hoover and Norman J. Pollard of
Alfred Uni versity reported on the results of 1,541
questionnaires returned to them by high school students. The study revealed that forty-eight percent of
those responding had been subjected to hazing in
order to gain acceptance to a high school group.
Twenty'four percent of those who belonged to church
related groups said Ihey .were hazed before jo~ning.

Further investigation to be
done into Firestone/Bridge'ston.e Inc. and Ford Motor Co.
The attorneys general of several states are issuing
subpoenas and requests for internal company documents from both Firestone/ Bridgestone and Ford to
find out when the companies knew about the defective
tires that came as standard equipment on the popular
Explorer. Numerous deaths have been linked to the
defective tires, and pressure is mounting for a criminal investigation . Experts say that charges could
range from negligence to homicide . .

New 'drug could heal previously untreatable sores
du)
\lu)
ilu)
du)
du)
du)
du)
du)
du)
du)
du)
du)
dU)
du)

idu)
du)

by hired security. Her effort s are countered by the
growing size of pot farm s and the growing ambition of
the farmers.

Human Genome Sciences has developed a drug
called Repifermin to treat venous ulcers. These ulcers
are often found on the leg and can be caused by poor
circulation . In a recent study, some part icipants found
that the drug healed in a matter of weeks sores that
had been pre; ent for years. The drug was developed
by studying the human genetic code.

California marijuana farms in
more danger than ever
Sonya Barna, head of California 's marijuana
eradication task force, is on pace to break all previously set records for the number of marijuana plants
eliminated from various pot farms. This summer, she
led her fleet of helicopters into remote parts of the
state to find the farms. These farms often are guarded

Ten out of nineteen patients with kidne y cance r
res pond ed fav orabl y to th e new treatment which
involves a transp lant of blood-producing cells from a
sibling. The treatme nt caused tumors to disappear in
three cases and caused th em to shrin k by fi ft y percent
in seven other cases. Unfortunately two of those treat·
ed died .

Manmade structure
,under the Black Sea

found

Archaeolog ists have d iscovered the remain s of a
structure at a depth of over three hundred feet below
in the Black Sea. Some ex perts consider the find further proof of a flood th at inspired the Biblical stor y of
Noa h. Some think that water from melting glaci ers
overfilled the Mediterranean Sea which flood ed into
the Black Sea de!troying property and life.

Semino'le Indians searching
for alligator wrestlers
Traditionally Florida Seminole Indians have produced alligator wrestling shows for paying spectators.
Now, however, young Seminole's who would have
filled the job in the past are pursuing business enterpri ses instead, and the tribe is hiring outside talent.
The job pays eight do ll ars p'e r hour and is very highrisk .

u.S. presses murder charges
on leader of Mexican drug
cartel
On Thursday Vicente Carrillo Fuentes, alleged
overlord of the Ciudad Juarez drug cartel , was charged
with the murder of ten people. Many of the bodies
were found during an excavation along the MexicanU.S. border. Federal agents have been cooperating
with Mexican authorities on the murders for almost a
year.

Increasing oil prices shouldn't be more than economy
can handle
Ali Rodriquez, president of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) announced
that the price .of crude oil might reach forty dollars per
barrel this winter. After the announcement on the fifteenth of September prices went up to thirty-six dollars per barrel. Although, in the past, sharp increases
in the price of oil have caused inflation and economic
recession, many analysts believe that the economy can
handle this particular shock . The new highs are not
expected tO' do nearly as much damage as was done in
1990 and in the energy shortages of the 1970's.

A modeled part, above,
goes from autocad drawing to cold reality, right.
The process, called Rapid
Freezing
Prototyping
uses an experimental
system, above right, to
construct a ice prototype
layer by layer.
photo courtesy of
Dr. Ming Leu

By

MARl HUTCHISON

Assistant Managing Editor
of the Missouri Miner

any industry that needs to m~ke prototypes of parts within very high tolerances. For instance, the aerospace
industry could use this process to produce prototypes of turbine blades.
The exisiing processes create

Ever wonder' what else ice could
be used for other than cooling down numerous environmental hazards.
your drink on a hot summer day? such as dust, smoke and hazardous
Well, Dr. Ming Leu, the Keith and Pat chemicals. "This is an environmentalBailey Missouri Distinguished Pro- ly benign process, which could professor of Integrated Product Manufac- duce parts less expensively compareil
turing at the University of Missouri- to other rapid prototyping processes,"
Rolla has another use. Dr. Leu has said Leu.
developed a new process called Rapid
The process works similar to
Freezing Prototyping (RFP). This other rapid prototyping processes.
process will be used in the manufac- The experimental system works by
turing industry to replace investment taking the computer drawing and
casting.
building an ice proto1YPe layer by
• "The use or ice patterns can
layer. The RFP process builds a shell
resu lt in metal castings which are of the part up from the bottom by
cheaper and better than conventional depositing (ayer upon layer on water
investment casting processes with the from a nozzle. The process is really
use of wax patterns," Leu said. In the similar to other processes except that
Virtual and Rapid Prototyping Lab at the RFP process is conducted in a
UMR, Leu has setup an experimental freezing chamber. After the shell is
freezing chamber. With this freezing made it is than filleil in to create the
chamber, Leu can create accurate ice . part. This considerably reduces the
parts with smooth surface finishes time involved.
from three dimensional computer
Another application of the RFP
drawings.
process is producing ice sculptures for
The RFP process allows manu- parties. This could reduce the cost of
facturers to produce prototypes easier ice sculptures because they will no
than ever before. Ice can be melted
longer have to be hand carved. A host
down and reused if the part needs to could order a different sculpture for
be redesigned whereas plastic cannot each table with short notice. In addibe reused. A Iso, dye can be added to tion, the host could d~sign the sculpthe water to allow better visibility of tures on a computer and then have the
the part during the analysis phase of built.
development of the prototype. This
The RFP process is still in the
will help the manufacturers visualize experimen!al stage and it will be
how their designs will work together about another three to five years away
with other parts.
from commercialization. There are
"The rapid prototyping technolo- still challenging research issues that
gy has helped manufactures to devel- 7teed to be addre~sed. But Leu is at the '
op their products more rapidly and at stage where he....can make prototypes
lower costs in the ever changing and of some computer drawings. More
more competitive global market," Leu information is available at the lab's
said.
website at http,1 /www.umr.ed...!
This process can be applied to u/ -vrpl.
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UMR Crime Blotter
09/07/00 at 1:48 p.m.: UMR Pohce stop two CredIt card sohclters from :
operating on campus without proper authorization.
.
.
09107/00 at 7:10 p.m.: UMR Police are notified by PCRMC ofa student who was admitted through ER. Same was strUck by a car while bicycling on Soest Road. Parents and Student Affairs staff were notified, patient
was in stable condition.
'09108100 at 1:10 p.m.: UMR Police detain student for bicycling on
campus. Same was given a verbal warning and entered in the Trespass DatabaSe in dispatch.
09/08/00 at 1:15 p.m.: UMR Police detain student for bicycling on
campus. Same was given a verbal warning and entered in the Trespass Database in dispatch.
09/08100 at 1:45 p.m:: UMR Police assist RPD in locating a former
UMR employee concerning the whereabouts of a subject w ith a felony arrest
warrant out of Kentucky. Fonner was located and contacted.

Prepare for the Career Fairl

~~How

Attend this workshop!

To Conquer the Career Fair"

Mark Twain Room - UCE
Thursday, September 21 ~ 2000 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 26~ 2000 4:30 R.m.

09/08100:
UMR Police do property damage
report where a vehicle was struck
by one of the softballs used at a
charity dunking booth event held in
the vicinity on the pre1(ious day.

sponsored by The Career Opportunities Center

09/08/00 at 4: 10 p.m.: UMR Police respond to RPD rad io traffic concerning a bicycle accident on the Vichy Road overpass. Victim was a student,
and was subsequently transported to PCRMC for treatment of minor injuries.
Student Affairs notified.
09/08/00 a t 5:30 p.m.: UMR Police notified of damage to decorati ve
concrete ashtray recepticle that was pushed over at the UCw. Video tape of
area will be revie';"ed and case continues.
09/08/00 at 9:30 p.m.: UMR Police detain student for Careless and
Reckless Driving at 12th and Bardsley Streets. Same was released with a
warn ing.
09/09/00 at 7:00 a.m. : UMR Po li ce noti fied of damage to Golf Course
property where a cart was driven witho ut authorization. Further investigation
revealed some keys to the carts are missi ng, so carts wi ll be secured when not
in use from now on . Case conti nues.

DNR'
From page 1
the materials which were lead contami nated had been properly collected
and transferred to Doe Run's Herculaneum, Mo. facility. On,. the second
violation, UMR claimed that Robertson's "initial estimates were incorrect
and that evaluation of the data showed
that no more than 8 pounds of lead
sul fate (not sulfide) were sent into the
baghouse at its time of failu re.
According to UMR, at worst, the.
amount escaped was under the threshold limit. To violations three and four,
UMR responded that while the baghouse was cleaned, engineering controls were used to prevent accidental
release oflead dust and claims that the
amount of lead sulfate discharged into
the storm drain cannot be measured
. but calculates that the amount would

HAIR MASTERS
.ff
Complete Hair & Nail C(lre

900 N. Rolla St.
Rolla, MO 6540 1

ownerlsttjlist

(573)·364·0707
Tues.-Fri. 9·5 pm, Sat. by Appt .

www.matchboxtwenty.com
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not be significant enough to cause
pollution of state waters.
After reviewing the information
supplied by UMR in its own defense,
the MDNR said, in a letter written by
Kathy Flippin, Chiefofthe Hazardous
Waste Enfo rcement Unit, "Based on
the information provided in your submittals, the department does not
iniend to pursue additional enforcement action unless additional information regard ing these or other violations . at the University of Missouri. Ro lla come to light." The EPA and the
Occ upational Safety and Health
Administration have also been made
aware of the situation and may sti ll
take action.
Tests were also performed on the
soils at nearby St. Patrick's Church
and School. These show that levels of
the contaiminants analyzed are not at
dangerous levels, as was the concern
of some.

LINDA KEENEY,
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Viewpoints on Politics: -

Voting for third party candidate is not
throwing your bal~ot in the trash
By JOSH MARTIN

of the Missouri Miner

This year's freshman are disrespectful and
downright rude-to instructors
I have noticed a trend this year that warrants concern, or at least recognition. This year's freshmen are disrespectful to instructors. Now, I don' t see
all freshman students and I don 't see them in every class they have, but the
ones I've noticed are not giving instructors the respect they deserve,
I'm still taking some general education requirements (English and history) and I have two entry-level classes this semester. In both of these classes the majority of the students are freshmen. I don't mean to stereotype, but
you know who you are. When these students come to class they are loud and
sometimes downright rude. Every day the instructor has to say, "ahem, it 's
time for class to begin," or something simi lar to get everyone to be quiet. I
usuall y sit in the back and watch the fiasco hoping I will eventually get to
hear the lecture.
I' m not saying I can 't wait to come to class every day and learn, some
days I don 't feel like going to class, but I pay good money to go to school.
It makes me mad when 50 minutes that are reserved for lecture tum into 3540 minutes of instruction because of the few who rsfuse to just shut up.
Then, as soon as the linle hand hits the 3, these guys start putting everything
away and zipping this and slamming that. Can we be a linle ruder? And they
do this while the instructor is still lecturing and I'm taking notes!
Other that the constant, distracting chaner and the loud hints that class
is almost over, my expensive education is being hindered by these "few" on
the occasions when class becomes open for discussion because they have
not read the material being covered. Still, these people want to look like they
read their assignments, so they join the discussion, and what do you know,
they get the rest of us off the subject because they don't know what they are
talking about.
.
There were also times when I couldn 't beli.eve my eyes. When one of
my professors was using the Smart Board as a lecture aid, some kids actually got out of their seats, walked to the front of the class, and commenced •
to play around with the board. "I've gotta get one of these!" "This is so
cool." WHAT? SIT DOWN!
Tt is really frustrating. I know these classes aren 'j in their department
so they just don ' t care. My husband thinks the same way. He also thinks that
teachers should EARN the respect of their students. I totally disagree. If we
are here to learn then we should listen to our instructors. They know what
they are talking about, and obviously the university thinks so, too. They
EARNED our respect when they got their jobs. Every student should respect
t.heir teachers based on how much knowledge they have to give. If that's not
enough, know this: your teachers control your grades AND they can kick
you out of their class.
So, here 's my advice to those who feel that teachers command no
respect: be on time, shut your mouth, wait for them to end the lecture before
you decide it's time to leave, do your homework (or don't act like you did if
you didn't) arid don't do anything else that would cause someone else to
miss out on something important. What's the motivation to listen to my
advice? Next time I'm naming names!

Do you-like to rant
about politics?
If so, the Missouri Miner would like to talk
to you. We are looking for a "conservative"
political commentator.
All interested should e-mail
us at miner@umr.edu.
Position is paid.

Work for US!

It is a common myth that during
an election political candidates make
, their ideas known to the people who
then vote for the man or woman who's
beliefs most closely match their own.
If this ideal were true, there would be
several political parties of significan t
size and strength, not just two.
Instead, elections closely resemble

job interviews in which the candidates
tell the potential employer, in this case
the voters, what they want to hear.
Candidates cater to as many special
interest groups as possible in order to
get tlie money necessary to spread
their hollow propaganda and get elected.
We voters are left in a sorry situation. Those who are in the race for an
office tell as many people as possible
the fluff that they want to hear, even if
they sometimes contradict themselves

with what they say to two different
groups. Furthermore, it is difficult, if
not i~possible, to filter out the empty
promises and determine what a candidate will really do. In order to rectify
this situation, the United States- voters
should tum to the more reliable, but
less popular, candidates of the smaller
parties.
Whenever I mention the idea of
voting for a third party candi(late,

see Bal/ot, page 20

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

fund cim equal better performance.

$2 15,000
How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.

Low-Cost Account

We'll semj you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter_what your
investment, you' ll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34% '
For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add jt all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision : TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it,'"

EXPENSES 2

TotaJ accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypotheticaJ annuaJ returns of 8%. TotaJ returns
and principaJ value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict futufe
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or renect laIes.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please ca ll 1.800.842 .2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest t . Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is
near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum . • TlAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the (REF and TIM Real Estate variable annuities . • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements . • TIAA and TIM-CREF Ufe Insurance Co., New York, NY. issue insurance and
annuities . • TIAA-CREF Trust (ompany, FSB provides trust services . • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TlAA-CREF 08103
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.Kidnappers, with hostages,
flee Philippine Army assault'
BY DAVID LAMB
from LA Times/Washington Post

Hundreds of heavily armed
kidnappers holding 19 hostages,
including an American and two
French journalists, abandoned their
camp Sunday and fled with their
captives into the jungles of Jolo
island after an all-out assault by the
Philippine armed forces.
Defense Secretary Orlando
Mercado said he believed all the
hostages were alive an·d unharmed.
"I would like to think they will
not kill the hostages," he told
reporters, "because they know their
own lives and livelihood depend on
keeping them alive."
With the government maintaining a news blackout on the operation , which Mercado said was
intended ' to free the hostages and
"neutralize" the rebel group known
as Abu Sayyaf, few details
emerged. But figh ting was apparently li ght as the army s:.vept
through the camp and pursued the
kidnappers across steep jungled terrain.
The military struck the rebel
camp with aerial bombing relentlessly after the invasion of Jolo
island, 600 miles south of Manila,
began at dawn Saturday. Gen.
Angelo Reyes, the Philippines' military chief, described Abu Sayyaf as
being in "escape mode." But the
guerrillas had no place to escape to
as the Philippines tightened its
naval blockade around the 345_.
square-mile island.
" Undeniably the risk . to the
hostages' lives remains very high,"
Robert Aventajado, the government's chief hostage negotiator,
said . "You're dealing with a big
military operation and a large group
of. bandits under different leaders.
What'l hear from the military is that
theY"11 be very lucky if they are able
to save the hostages' lives."
Aventajado said in an interview that the chance of resuming
talks to win the hostages' release is
nil and that the government has disbanded its negotiating team.
"The military will definitel y
pursue its mission to the end," he
said, adding that President Joseph
Estrada wants the kidnapping threat
posed by Abu Sayyaf permanently
destroyed.
Although Av~ntajado has won
the freedom of 31 hostages kidnapped by the rebels in vario us
batches over the past six months,
most of the 19 remaining captives
are what he calls "walk-ins" , people
who entered the Abu Sayyaf lair
voluntarily for different reasons.
Many paid the guerrillas an
entrance fee to gain access to their
camp.
The hostages are made up of 12
Philippine Christian evangelists
who trekked into the Muslim

"
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.
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Don tt Miss Out!
Advice from interviewing "Pros't

stronghold to pray for peace;
French journalis$s Jean-Jacques t.e :
Garrec and Roland Madura, wllO
were covering the story of an earli- .
er kidnapping; American Jeffrey
Schilling, a Muslim from Oakland, .
Calif., who entered the camp for
unexplained rl3Sons and is married
to a cousin of a top rebel ; three .
Malaysians; and a Philippine resort
worker.
.
At one point, the rebel leader, .
Ghalib "Robot" Andang, com- '
plained to Aventajado that he had ·
more hostages than he could handl e.
When the negotiator suggested that
Abu Sayyaf could lighten its burden
by releasing some of them, Com- ,
mander Robot, as he is called,
replied: "What good would it do?
They j ust keep on coming."
But Andang also made sure his
stable of captives was never empty
because his group has collected an
estimated $16 million in ransom in
the past few months. After releasing
four captives Sept. 9, Abu Sayyaf .
went out the next day and snatched
the three Malaysians from a nearby J
island and brought them to Jolo. I
Five days later, a frustrated Estrada .
broke off negotiations and ordered
the attack.
Soldiers and marines pushing '
into the interi.o r of Jolo are being .
backed by F-5 fi3hter jets and 105mm howitzers. Helicopters continued to shuttle troops and equipment ·
Sunday onto Jolo, an island with a
population of "'00,000, from the
larger island of Mindanao, Military
officials said the operation should
take three to seven days.
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341.HELP (4357)

COMPUTING 6: INFORMATION SERVICES
UNIVERSITY OF MlSSOURI·ROLlA

Do you have a general question?
Have you tried

se~rChing our Full Text Knowledge Base'
Just pOint your browser to http://help.umr.edu
From that point click on the UMR Community Only
And then Click on the Knowledge Base link on the left.
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OR you can go to http://www.umr.edu/-helpdesk
From that point you can either type in a search directly or
use the Knowledge Base link under the Learning &
Troubleshooting section.
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Letter to the Editor:

Environmental
Awareness Week?
Dear Editor:

g
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This past week, September II through 15,
was UMR Environmental Awareness Week. The
Environmental Fair on Monday was full of displays from UMR environmental programs and
various state agencies. There was information
available on varied topics from UMR's (limited)
recycling program to the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources' work on contaminated sites.
This was a great resource to interested individuals and for this I applaud UMR's Department
of Environmental Health and Safety (EHS).
Notably absent ill the fair, however, were the two
student environmental groups on this campus.
The Water Environment Federation (WEF) and
the Student Environmental Action Coalition
(SEAC) are both active organizations. Noting the
lack of these groups' participation, " decided to
investigate. I stopped by the EHS table at the fair
and asked if there were any student environmef}tal groups on campus. The gentlemen manning
the booth told me there were two groups. I asked
why they weren't at the fair. He 'responded that
both groups were invited, but neither showed up.
, can assure you that SEAC was not invited to the
UMR Environmental Awareness Fair. We were
not contacted through post, club email, or personal contact with me. I can only imagine why
SEAC wasn't asked to participate. If UMR is
anempting to develop an ~nvironmental awar.,.
ness program, I believe there was a major oversight in neglecting the student body. Perhaps the
greatest student allies of EHS were forgotten in
planning this event
Furthermore, despite the attempt to promote
environmental awareness, I saw several examples
of disregard of humanity's impact on the envirof}ment First, signs were plastered allover campus
(I doubt any student group would be allowed to do
this). These signs were a tremendous use of
paper. The signs were also planted in the ground
with inexpensive wooden stakes. These stakes
were most likely white pine. White pine is the
reason the Southeast U.S. has been logged off
twice in the last I()() years and replanted in a white
pine monoculture. These monocultures are a poor
excuse for forests and are merely tree farms to be
logged off in another 20 years. This excessive
logging in the Southeast is the reason why chip
mill operations are attempting to move into Missouri to chip up our trees for cheap particle board
and bright white virgin paper. Secondly, soda was
given away freely in waxed paper cups provided
by a beverage corporation which already has a
monopoly on this campus. These cups are made
from paper which has been chemically bleached,
then colored with some exotic ink. They are used
once and thrown away. This is the ultimate insult
in energy waste and 'fills up p;"'cious landfill
space.
We must realize, as rational scientists and
concerned individuals, that every choice we make
has an impact on the environment. If the Department of Health and Safety wants to promote this
message at YMR, perhaps they should make COf}scious choices and consult the students of this
campus.
Mat Rogers
President
UMRSEAC

CultUral Diversi!=y:
How to ap"p~y- lt
to everytnmg

by Walt}. Gajda, Jr.

Cheap-shot
Public Relations:
Blaming the Students

Walt
. Letter to the Editor :

Response to "What's the deal with that?": Feminism is not all bad
Dear Editor :
I wiJuld like to respectfully disagree with Sarah Cowen's use of the word"feminist" in her commentary on September 13th. In this
article she felt she "must vent" about feminism, and proceeded to bring up aspects of radical feminism which even most moderate feminists disagree w ith. Furthermore, she insinuated that all feminists used "womyn" and"herstory," as she did not differentiate between
radical and moderate feminism .
.
Yes, there are radical feminists who are so nitpicky that they c~ange the spelling of common words to suit their own desires, but
they are hardly the majority of feminists. The core of feminism isn't about mostly meaningless details. It is about making sure that
women have the same choices and rights that men do. Sometimes we forget that less than 100 years ago, most American women had
no say in how the country was run because they lacked the right to vote. Less than half a century ago a woman went to college to get
a husband, not a degree, and her primary choice of occupation was housewife; rarely did a married woman workouts ide the home .. lt
did take ideas that were radical at the time tochange these things, and what feminism is about today is maintaining the freedoms that
we have today-such as being able to realistically plan to have a career as an engineer, a computer scientist,or a newspaper editor,
rather than graduating and immediately marrying and having a fall)ily. the latter choice is perfecly fme if it is the woman's choice, but
feminism works to make sure that all options are open and that our choices are not made for us as they often were in the past.
I will agree that many of the vocabulary changes made by radical feminists are a bit silly. "History" has nothing to do with the pronoun "his." And although "woman" does descend from the Anglo-Saxon words for "wife" and "man" combined (according to Webster 's Collegiate Dictionary), I highly doubt anyone uses the word in that cont~xt today. There is some practical grammatical excuse
for "his/her," since "his" is a masculine pronoun and technically cannot be use.d with a feminine subject or noun.
The idea of "herstory," however, is not completely ridiculous from my viewpoint. Most of the people in history books are men,
which doesn ' t leave very many role models for womeh. "Herstory," at its b~st, goes through bistory and fmds the women who did
make a difference, women like Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth, Marie Curie. and Sally Ride. It offers them up as strong people for
women to model themselves after and to show that our sex is capable 'of strength and character, rather than being " so-and-so 's wife."
In a similar vein, "thealogy," with an "a", seeks to fmd female spiritual figures in jl world dominated by patriarchal figures . St. Bridget, Artemis and Kuan- Yin are just a few forgotten goddesses and female S&ints that thealogy has brought t~ light again. ~owing
women that spiritual leaders need not always be IlUIle and giviftg those who are disillusioned by male-centered spiritua!.ity a. n,e'X,set
of choices to relate to.
I am not trying to prove Ms. Cowen's point about feminism's supposed hypersensitivity about common vocabulary; rather, ~ am
attempting to refute the idea that all feminists are more concerned about small details than the major issues facing women in America
today.
Rebecca Lexa

The Missouri Miner
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An Open Letter to Students on the Quality of Teaching at UMR
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, The degree to which faCUlty members are prepared to lecture,'
• The interest which faculty show in you and your learning
achievements;
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• Other related issues.
.A related issue is the ability of those lecturing to communicate
effectively in English. Some UMRfaculty, like faculty on nearly
every campus in the United States, are lecturing in a second or a
third language. Despite a thorough knowledge of English, accents
may remain. When you make the effort necessary to attune your
ears to the accent, you will find your life enriched by the
opportunity to experience cultural diversity.
In the infrequent situation that you have difficulty understanding a
faculty member, the adminisiration wants to know. Usually, simple
interventions to improve the clarity of communication resolve the
situation. UMR provides an anonymous web site
(http://www. umr. edu/~ac-afrs/engyrof/) for you to express
concerns. The campus administration will respect the anonymity
for all non-abusive messages, but retains the right to obtain the
identity of individuals who send inappropriate or offensive
messages.
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Walter J Gajda, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs
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U,MR faculty and administration value and reward excellent
teaching, Each semester you provide feedback about:
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Football beat by Mo. Western, page 9
Men's cross country takes ninth, page 10
Women's soccer beats Harding, page 9
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Women's soccer on
three game winni ng
streak after 4-0 win
By TJ NISHIMOTO
o(

the Missouri Miner

The Lady Miners have had a
big w eek. Start ing the week off at
2-2, they are now at 4-2.
T he Lady Miners have been
strong and proved to be getting
stronger w ith back-to-back wins this
week for a total of three wi ns in a
row. They have shutout opponents
in over 200 minutes of play. Both
the offense and defense have been
working we ll together to win games.
In addition to strong team play, two
of the Lady Miners are putting their
names in the hi story books.
Senior
forwa rd s
Deni se
McMillan and Lizz Szkryba lo are
both making names fo r themsel ves
as Lady Miners.
McMillan and
Szkrybalo both ho ld top fi ve positions in the career goals and career
points categories. Szkryba lo also
holds top five spot in th e career
assists category.
In the conference opener, the
Lady Miners beat N orthw~st Missouri State 4 -0. Barb Porter started
the scoring with a goal just before
the fourteen-minute mark.
Connie Me yers, · sweeper for
the team said, " We just try to go out
and play strong defense. We want
every game to be a shutout. We
have shutout the last couple of
teams and we just hope we can keep
it going."
The next goal was scored off
the head of Jessica Schultz from a
pass from Szkrybalo. Szkrybalo
scored two unassisted goals in addi tion to the assist. Due to her solid
play, Szkrybalo was named the MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Player of the Week for
the week of Sept. I I.
The Lady
Miners are now on a two game win
streak and hope to continue the success. With this win, the Lady Miners had a record of 3-2 with a 1-0
record in the MIAA.

a

UMR's next opponent was
Harding. Harding had a 4- 1 reco rd
headi ng into the game. The Lady
Mi ners won agai n wit h a score of 4-

o.
Szkrybalo attacked fi rst, scoring off an assis t from Schu ltz.
Seven minutes later, Szkrybalo connected with McMillan who put the
Lady Miners ahead by two.
"I missed a few opport un ities.
I do n 't dwe ll on it. I forget abo ut it
and j usf foc us on the next game,"
McMi ll an said.
Szkrybalo scored ne xt off an
assis t from Katie Be issel. Jus t
before the end of the game, Libby
Stephenson scored the fina l goa l.
Beth Hayward .c ha lked up the assist.
With thi s game, Szkrybalo no w has
her thi rd straig ht· two-goa l game as
well as 100 career points. Her point
tota l puts her in second place on the
all-time list of scoring leaders at
Uni versity of Missouri-Rolla.
"We 've been doin g well and we
are going to try to keep the momentum going," Szkryba lo said.
Assistant coach Lori Douglas
.aid, " The teams this week were not
the best teams we face. We played
a lright but we are looking forward
to the challenges that will face us
later in the season ."
UMR 's next opponent is Northeastern State in Tahlequah, Okl a.
They will play Sept. 20 at 3 p.m.
Northeastern is coming off a big win
against Ouachita Baptist, defeating
them 8-0. They also successfully
defeated Harding 2-0 earlier in the

season.
UMR also has a game on Saturday, Sept. 23 . This game is against
William Woods. William Woods
currently has a 3-4 record. The next
MIAA ·conference game will be at
home against Central Missouri State
on Sat, Sept 30. at 2 p.m. Fan support is strongly encouraged. UMR
students receive free admission with
their student ID to all home games.

Miner Match-up

- Wo.n's Soccer

S:dS .
saturday~
Kickoff
.

UMR soccAiiom

Jessica Shultz, center, beats her Harding defender to the ball while Barb Porter, left, looks
on. The Lady Miners went on to beat Harding by a score of 4-0 giving the wo~en t heir third straight victory in a row.
photo by MIke Droszcz

Miner Football's winning streak
snapped by loss to Mo. Western
Just a bump in the road? The
Miners entered SI. Joseph, Mo. to face
off against the Missouri Western Gri ffon s on Saturday, Sept. 16.
They were on a roll wi th their 2o record, but the Griffons knocked
this record back to 2-1. The Mi ners
took their first defeat of the season
with a 63-0 loss.
"We were up agai nst an extremely talented team, and most of us knew
this," said ITeshman Stephen Adams.
The Miners entered this game
with a bit of confidenc",after winning
the first two games of the season, not
to mention the first two games in two
seasons, and being tied for the MIAA
lead at plus five. Missouri Western
held a record of 0-2, which gave the
Miners another great reason to be confident. The Griffons had dropped
their second straight game on Saturday, Sept. 9 when turnovers played a
key role in a 23-15 loss at Fort Hays
State.
"Missouri
Western
is an
extremely talented team. Our defense
was not up to what it should have
been. Many defensive assignments
were blown, and overall, our defensive technique ended up backfiring
on the plays. We had some problems
with the offense also," said Adams.
The game started off with the
University of Missouri-Rolla wiMing
the coin toss. It was deferred, and the
Griffons would receive.
Alex
Mendrygal made a 56-yard kickoff to
Missouri Western . The game went on
to spell trouble for the Miners, when
the first quarter came to a close with a
score of 0-21. With the close of the
first half of the game, the Miners had
fallen further behind, being behind by
a score of 0-35 . After a continuous

struggle of rush and loss fo r the Miners, the game came to a close with a
score of 0-63 .
After facing ex-coach Jim
Anderson last week, the Mi ners saw
another familiar face on the opposing
sideline at Missouri Western. The
Griffons' assistant head coach is Les
Boyum, who was the Miners' offensive line coach from 1992-95 and
defensive line coach in 1996. This did
not prove to be any type of downfall
in the loss of the game, though.
Of course the team morale is
affected by a loss, but the team morale
is also affected by a win.
"Every game affects us. There
will be a whole lot of changes after
this game, some being for the better
and some for the worse," said Adams.
The next game the Miners play
will be on their home turf, where they
will have much fan support. They
will be playing against.Truman State
University. In most cases, confidence
is boosted when a team plays on at
home. The situation for the Miners
seems to be the same.

"We are ex pecting to win , without a doubt. There is lots of pressure
coming fro m this game, and it has
been on a lot of our minds for a long
ti me. Playing at home w ill help
tremendously, especially since there
are players who do not enjoy traveling," said Adams.
Though the Miners suffered their
first loss of the season, they have
many great individual results to brag
about. Many individuals on the team
have been making namc;s for themselves on the Mid-America Intereollegiate Athletic Association charts: junior Ken Okwuonu leads the MIAA in
rushing with an average of 139 yards
per game. He is also fifth in all-purpose yards, and seventh in total
offense. Sophomore Bryan Johnson is
tied for the league lead for interceplions with two. Junior Drew Bullocks
is second in the MIAA for punt
returning, while ITeshman· Jae Phillips
is seventh in the MIAA for the category of kickoff returns. Junior Dustin

see Football, page 11
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Men's cross country finishes 9 of 17 at Southern Stampede
very well. I thought Sarah had a very
Military Academy.
By TERA MCCALLUM
''The men beat two teams that we good race on the longer distance, which
have not beaten· in previous years in this wi ll help her in later races, and Ki m was
Assistant Sports Editor
meet, which is also very encouraging able to finish where I think she has
o( the Missouri Miner
for this year," Preston said.
wanted to finish in previous races."
After two weeks of racing short
On the women's side, the team has
Overall the women too ninth place
distance courses, the· University of Misbeen fighting sickness throughout the out of eleven teams, but Preston feels
souri-Rolla men's and women's cross
team, but still was able to tum in good
that they could do better in later races.
country teams got to test themselves this
"Right now the women's team is
times.
past weekend on a conference distance
"Overall I was pleased with ·the down a couple of people due to injury. I
course. This weekend the women raced
times that were postedfor the day," said
feel that that really influenced the race
a five-kilometer race and the men raced
Preston, "Everyone who has run here . for us. Right now we have a sickness
eight kilometers at the Missouri Southpreviously improved on their times, going around the team as well, so·once
ern, Southem Stampede. In past weeks
which really showed th at we have made
we have everyone healthy I feel we will
the women have run two miles and the
progress from past years. M issourireally be able to perform well as a
men have run four-mile races.
Southern is a really fast course so I think
team." Preston said.
" I know quite a few people on the
it felt pretty good to us time wise this
One runner that the women's team
team were dreading the longer disweekend,"
is looking forward to getting back is
tances," said Coach Sarah Preston, "but
The top finisher for the women
Deb Leonard, one of their top fin ishers
everyone did very we ll on the longer
was last years team leader, Kim Hoffin prC>'ious years.
course, in fact, a few did even better on
man who took the-35th spot wi th t time
"Deb came into the season with a
of 23:54. Packed close to Hoffman
hip injury that has kept her from _runwere the teams two freshman, Sondra ning, but she has been able to start doing
Terry, who fini shed in 24:07, gtlod for alternate day running so we should have
41 st place, and Kate Harnera, who finher back competing soon." Preston preished in 24:45, good for 53rd place.
dicted.
The teams final two finishers were
Leonard as we ll as the rest of the
Sarah Thompson (26:22) and Jennie
team will have a weekend to rest as they
.u
Garrison (28:03).
get ready fo r their home meet on Sept.
" I thought the women handled the 30. The. I11eet will be held on the UMR
longer distances very well," said Pre- golf course and is always a competitive,
ston. "I know most of them were dreadbut fun race for the Miners as a result of
ing the longer race, but they performed tough teamS as well as some alumni.
"This year is going to be a very big
challenge for us on both sides because
of the competition that we will have.
On the men's-side Arkansas University,
a Division I school will be attending as
well as conference schools Truman and
Missouri Southern will be attending on .
both sides. In addition our own alumni
who will be fielding a team could prove
to be very tough." Preston said.
HBE Corporation, a leader in the desigrvbuild Industry, has the following opportunities
"(i)ur course is a very good spectator coUrse so we hope that we will have
available:
quite a few people come out to cheer us
on," Preston finished .
this course than they have in the past
weeks."
The Southern - Stampede also
proved to be one of the biggest races
that the Miners and Lady Miners have
competed in this year. On the women's
side there were eleven teams in all
including Pittsburg State and Washington University. On the men's side there
were seventeen teams including Division I Arkansas State University.
Despite almost 150 people lining
up at the starting line, the Mi,ner men
were able to fight to the head of the pack
to eam one of their best finishes in
years.
Kevin McGuire again led the
Miner men, as he was able to finish
below 27 minutes to take 39th place.
Finishing just behind McGuire was
freshman Scott Caldwell. Caldwell fm-

Miner Match-up
Croso::lllll""'......

ished the race in 27:04, which earned
him 44th place in the race.
Preston was encouraged by the
performance of Caldwell and another
freshman, Joe White, who fini shed in a
time of 27:46.
"Scott had a great race on Saturday. I felt that both of the freshmen,
Scott and Joe, did a very good job of
transitioning to the longer race. They
are getting a lot of good experience and
I expect them to be strong runners for us
in the future," said Preston.
Finishing between the two freshmen was Walter Kramb who fin ished in
a time of 27:32, which was good for
62nd place. Other finishers for the Miners were Steve Kerr (27:58), Bryan
Spraul (28:57), Tyler Vrooman (29: I 0),
and Garrett Euler (29:33).
"The most encouraging result of
Saturday's meet on the men's side was
that we had everyone finish under thirty
minutes," Preston said. ''This is something that we have not been able to do in
a great m3JjY years. It ·really shows how
strong this team could be this year."
Overall the men finished as a team
in ninth place out of 17 teams, beating
Oral Roberts University, Mid-America
Nazarene, Park University, Southwest·
Baptist, Ottawa University, Evangel,
Rockh urst Uni versity and Wentworth
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CIVIL ENGINEERS: Emphasis in construction management BSCE degree required .
Design experience.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS: BSEE degree, emphasis in power distribution , motor controls,
·and/or lighting. Design experience.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Emphasis in HVAC design, plumbing design, mechanical
equi~nt specifications, or mechanical design. BSME degree.

CAD experience in AutoCAD , ReI. 14 or 2000 experience is a definite plus. Graduate degrees

are a plus_ Excellent Communication skills_
HBE Corporation offers a comprehensive benefits package and opportunities for advancement.
For immediate consideration, send your resume with references and salary information or see us
at the Engineering Career Fair on September 28, 2000 or at the on-campus interviews on October

4, 2000. Send your resumes to:
Director of Personnel
·HBE Corporation
11330 Olive Blvd_
5l Louis, MO 63141
Phone: (314) 567-9000

Fax: (314) 567-0602
E-mail: prsnl.hbe@hbecorp_com
Website: www_hbecorp_com
E_O_E_ M/FIDN
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Krayzelburg, Quann earn swimming gold for US

September 20, 2000
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The blue water inside the pool at
the Aquatics Center now has some red
and white in it, placed there by Americans determined to reclaim the
Olympic swimming competition.
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Football
From page 11
Penn is third in the conference in
with an average of 41.8
yards per kick. Sophomore Alex
Mendrygal is ranked fourth in
scoring among the kickers in the
conference with an average of 6.5
points per game. Senior Jason
Freed is ranked eighth in the
M1AA for receiving yards with 54
per game.
The football team has been
putting in much .effort to give .
Rolla a good· name. We have all
. been working hard to produce
results, said Adams.
They will continue to work
hard through the en.d of the season. Again, on Saturday, Sept.23,
the Miners will be playing Truman State University. Last year,
- Truman shut out the Miners with a
score of 15-0, but this game was
played in Kirksville, Mo. This
year, the Miners will be in the
comfort zone of Rolla.
"There will be a win next
weekend--no doubt," said Adams.
This game is the annual
MSMIUMR HaJJ of Fame Day in
honor of the achievements of
UMR athletes in the past. Kickoff
time is set for I p.m. in Jackling
Field.
~unting
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The United States made its boldest attempt yet ,to pull away from Ian
Thorpe and the Aussies when Lenny
Krayzelburg and Megan Quann swam
to first-place finishes Monday in the
I OO-meter backstroke and breaststroke,
respectively, while the Golden Boy of
the Australian team had to settle for silver in the 200 freestyle.
So the gold medal tally after three
days is six for the United States, two
for the Aussies, and only one more
event left for Thorpe. For the Americans, an overall victory is well within
reach. The turning point, some said,
was when Thorpe caused pandemonium in his country by setting two world
records on swimming's first day. It was
like placing a bottle of ammonia u\Jder
the noses of the Americans, informing
them it was time to wake up.
"It inspired everyone on our team
to push harder,"admitted Quann, "and I
think it showed tonight, with Lenny
and I taking ftrst." For Krayzelburg, it
was merely the coronation of a backstroke king. Already the world recordholder. in three backstroke sprints, he
added the I ()() Olympic reo:ord as well
with a 53.72-second finish, ahead of
Australia's Mlltt Welsh. And it also was
the culmination of a trans-Atlantic
odyssey that began in Russia and finished in America, with Krayzelburg
reaping the best of both swimming
worlds.
He was raised in the Russian

youth system but moved to Los Angeles II years ago, where he enhanced
his education inside the Southern California swimming culture. ,
"Starting out in Russia,''he said,
"played a big part of who I am today.
You learn a lot of things about work
ethic and dedication. That stays with
you the rest of your life. Living in'
America, you can take advantage of
that, too. Swimming in the Russian
system and going through the whole
immigration process,. then standing
there with the gold medal is a great
accomplishment. "
Quann said the night before her
race, she visualized winning the gold
and beating 1996 Olympic champ
Penny Heyos in the process. The stopwatch was in her right hand, she could
see the tiles on the floor and even taste
the water.
And Heyos, of course, was right
by her side.
'
~She has pushed me so hard;"saK!
Quann, the l6-year-old high school
junior from Puyallup, Wash, ~It's !leiwho I see in my mind, and it's her who
I see at practice."She also saw Heyns
when she passed her in die tinaI SO'
meters. At the tum, Quann touched die
'wall in third place, but quickly made up
the distance with a strong finish,
though her 1:07.05 was shy of Heyos'
I :06.52 world reo:ord. Heyns took. die
bronze in 1:07.55 .
"The back half of my race has

improved ever since I started doing
100,000 meters a week,"she said. "I
turned from a sprinter to being able to
finish a race."
Thorpe took his second-place finish a lot easier than his country did. He
was in a dead' heat with Pieter van den
Hoogenband with 50 meters left before
the Dutchman used a final push to
break Thorpe's world record with a
I :45.35. Ever the gentleman, Thorpe
congratulated the winner immediately
and did his best to console his many
disappointed fans.
"I'm riot going to win every
race,''he said. "I'm not going to break
every world record. It just can't happen. You have to be; happy if you've
done everything in your preparation. I
gave it my, best shot, but this is the

Olympic Garnes. Every athlete comes
to compete, to win. I'm still enjoying
every minute of it."Yan den Hoogenband has now beaten both Thorpe and
Alexander Popov, the two most pominant sprint swimmers in the world, and
credited the competition with making
him better.
"When you're in the blocks,"van
den Hoogenband said, "you're not
thinking about what they've achieved.
You're thinking about winning. They
are great swimmers. The whole year,
Ian was breaking records and I was
back home, practicing. I wanted to get
the best out of this body. He motivated
me to work harder."Funny thing. Thorpe had the same effect on the Americans at the Olympics, and look where
they're at now.
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• 36 Page Student Planner
• "WInners- Ball Point Pen
UMR Discount Cerd
For Savings of 5-10%
No Purchase Neces5lJryl
No Strings Attachedl
Just stop by and ask for
Student Planner Packet

Umlt 1 per petSOfl.

At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to become a
Few people will ever
foot in an office like this.
Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could lead to an exciting
But then, few
people have what it takes to be
career in aviatiO/t If you've got what it takes to be a leader of Marines,
a Marine Officer.
Officer Candidates &hool (OCS) is
you could get office with a spectacular view.
the first step towards preparing you for a future ,beyond anything
you could imagine.
\11 Ylll ' l( r\\\RI\;1 CU Rl" Ofll l ll( SlIlllltl\; TI \\\

an

Captain Cherrone Hester and Gunnery Sergeant Donald .Hulsey
Fall Career Fair
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Thursday, September 28,2000
Multi-Purpose Building
Call 1-800-469-9531 or (314) ,331-4557
ARESTONE • MERIT - GOODYEAR
HERCULES - MICHELIN· UNIROYAl

GENERAl. - DUNlOP- B.F.GOODRICH

.....

~ ----------------
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Miner Sports Recap
BY J

Women's Soccer:

Men's Soccer:

Football:

Cross Country

UMR4
NMSU 0
Thursday, Sept. 14

UMR4
IPFWO
Sunday, Sept. 3

UMRO
Missouri Western 63
Sept. 16

At Southern Stampede
Saturday, Sept.16

of /J. 1i
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26:58
1, 27:04
, 27:32
, 27:46
,28:03
UMR4
Hardin.
Sunday, S~ 7

ing,
Scott Brown 657 yards

Greg Naslund 3 goals
Nathan Wojtkiewicz 2 goals
John Almeida 1 goal, 2
assists
Nathan Wojtkiewicz tied
UMR career goal total-35

Lizz Szkyrbalo 2 goals, 1
assist
Libby Stephenson 1 goal
Ana Mora 7 saves

, 23:54
24:07
53. Kate
, 24:48
71. Sarah Thompson, 26:22
81 : Jennie Garrison, 28:03

Defense:
Nate Hoenshell 1 sack
Drew Bullocks 8 tackles
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Fresh beginning. Wide-open possibilities. It's all about staying connected.
Create a future with us.
• Please join us on Thursday, September 28 for the Andersen Consulting Information Session, held in The Gallery (Carver-Turner Room East) of the University Center East
from 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Stop by for pizza, to meet our representatives and learn about the career opportunities that we offer for college graduates. Andersen
Consulting will also be attend ing the Career Fair on September 28.
• All majors are encouraged to apply and to attend these events. To intervi~w with Andersen Consulting, please submit your resume, an unofficial copy of your transcript,
and our Application Form to the Career Opportunities Center by September 17. First intervi~ws begin on Thursday, October 5 and 6.
In the electronic economy, shari~g ideas can lead to new
outlooks - and new opportunities to succeed. By joining
Andersen Consulting, you'll help transform world-class
organizations as they compete for leadership in the future.
k, one of the leading global management and technology
consulting organizations, our integrated approach helps put
our clients at the forefront of a chang ing business world.
You'll work in a supportive environment alongside

colleagues from different cultures and backgrounds. Your
contributions will have a real impact on our clients' success
- and your own as well.
An organization is only as strong as its people. That's why
we invest so much in continually developing your skills and
your potential. You'll receive top-level training and exposure
to a variety of projects and industries. All of which builds a
solid foundation for your ongoing career growth.

Let your ideas open up new possibilities. To discover
career opportunities, visit campusconnection.ac.com
This is a grut time to be part of our firm as we
crute a new identity and seize new opportunities.

o Copyright 2000 Andersen Consulting. All dght::s ~ . Art ~WlI opportunity empfoytr.
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Around the National League
By JACK

O'CONNELL

of LA TimesiWashington Post

The firing of Indian'a basketball
coach Bobby Knight didn't come as
good news to NL managers Tony La
Russa of the Cardinals and Terry
Francona of the Phillies. La Russa
is a longtime pal of Knight's, and he
criticized the university's decision
to sack him for reprimanding a student who called him by his last
name.
" It's all in the name of disrespect" La Russa told the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch. "That sends a message to 'yo ung kids that they can be
disrespectful and agitate and that it's
OK. It's kind of a cruel irony that he
finally gets nailed for correcting a
yOung guy the way most of us ought
to. (Knight) is a guy who when you
come out of his program, you've got
an idea about right and wrong. k lot
of good things have come from that
as far as guys graduating and later
in life . And here comes some jerk
kid who is disrespectful. "
The morning Knight was fired,
Francona, returning to Philadelphia
from a 10-game trip, fou-nd a letter
on his desk from Knight. Francona's son, Nick, IS , had met
Knight a t a Bloomington , Ind.,
restaurant. Knight wrote the manager to compliment him on his son's
good manners. Francona didn't
even mind that Knight began the
letter, " Dear Tony."
Johnn y Frederick's record six
home runs in one season by a pinch
hitter, with the Brooklyn Dodgers in
1232, had withstood the challenges
of such legendary pinch hitters. as
Johnny Mize, Jerry Lynch, Dave
Phi ll ey, Dale Long, Smokey .
Burgess, Manny Mota, Cl iff Johnson and Rusty Staub. That was until
Tuesday night when the Dodgers'
Dave Hansen connected for his seventh pinch homer this ·season . T hat
gives Hansen 13 for 'his career, three
behind active leader John Vander
Wal of the Pirates and seven behind
Johnson's career mark. That same
night, left-hander Jeff Williams
relieved
right-h'ander
Luke
Prokopec, marking the first time
two Australians pitched in the same
game.
Don 't know if Dodgers pitcher
Chan Ho Park noticed, but the
Korean team that lost to the United
States in an Olympics tuneup game
last week had six players in the lineup named Kim-T.G ., H.S., K.T.,
S.K., S.J. and D.J.
The Elias Sports Bureau and
Astros communications manager
Todd Fedewa have come up with a
collection of interesting statistics on
first baseman Jeff Bagwell's penchant for touching -the plate. Before
play Saturday, Bagwell had 14 I
runs scored, two shy of h'is ' career
high (-1999) and 17. behind NL
record holder Chudc Klein of the
1930 Phillies. Bagwell's 284 runs
over the past two seasons are tied
with Klein 's record for consecutive

seasons (1929-30). Over the past
three seasons, Bagwe ll has scored
408 runs, second to Klein 's record
43 I from 1930-32 and over the past
four years has 5 17 runs, third to
Klein 's figures of 557 from 1929-32
and 532 from 1930-33. Bags has
also joined Hall of Famers Henry
Aaron, Joe DiMaggio, Frank Robinson and Ted Williams as the only
players with 300 home runs, 1,000
runs and 1,000 RBI in their first 10
big-league seasons.
Giants outfielder Armando
Rios experienced the gamut of emotions las t week. He turned 29
Wednesday and hit a go-ahead home
run in the top of the ninth inning,
one day afte r returning from his
home in Guaynabo, Puerto Rico, to
attend his grandmother's funeral.
" It was probably the biggest game
for me so far/' Rios said. " It was
hard coming back. We were really
close, and she was a big fan. It was
a big motivation for me. To come

through really makes it specia J. "
It took NL clubs six months,
but they are fi nally catching on and
pitching around Mets catcher Mike
Piazza and taking their chances with
slumping third baseman Robin Ventura (.227). Piazza went into Friday 's schedule batting . 135 in 37 at- .
The NL Cy
bats in September. .
Young Award appeared a lock for
Diamondbacks left-ha nde r Randy
Johnson, but Tom G lavine and Greg
Maddux of the Braves are making it
a race. A mong them , the three
pitchers have co llected eight trophies.
·
Braves reliever John Rocker is
making news again, but not because
of his bigoted mouth. The left-han-

Recent surveys show

52%

de r allowed 19 hits and 34 walks
over 25 1/3 innings and had a 4.62
ERA in the first half. Since the AII- .
Star break, Rocker has y ielded 16
hits and 12 walks in 22 innings, has
more than twice as many strikeouts,
3 I, as walks and has a 1.64 ERA.
That effectiveness will come in
handy when the Braves come to
New York again Sept. 26-28 ....
Cubs right fie lder Sammy Sosa hit
home run No. 50 during Saturday's
loss to the Cardinals. Sosa needs 16
hits to become the fourth player to
get 200 hits and 50 homers in the
same season, along with Babe Ruth
of the 1921 Yankees, Hack Wilson
of the 1930 Cubs and Jimmie Foxx
of the 1932 Athletics.

of drinking college
students drink primarily
to get d[))nk

Alcohol abuse has led to, or
increased, unintended pregnan.

cies, the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases such as
AIDS, suicide attempts and
academic problems.

If you drink, the Missouri
Miner asks that you
PLEASE

.
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Chris Leonard, number 18, reacts to the Lincoln defender's slid, tackle dur
Beth Hayward, number 15, avoids a Harding player during last Sunday's
Ing the first haH of the game on Saturday, Sept 16. UMltion by the score of
game. The Lady Miners went on to win by a score of 4-0. The Lady Miner
6-0. Nathan Wojtkiewicz scored two goals to tie the all-time career scoring
defense has now held their opponents scoreless in the last 226:48 of play.
The women play William Woods this Saturday.
photo by Mike Droszcz
record. The men play Woods on Saturday, Sept. 23. photo by Mike Droszcz
i .__ L_____ j __
!•1
,I
i _c_ _ _ ___ __ _ ...:..._
I

If you love brainstorming because it feels like an athletic event, we'll introduce you to some Olympians. ·

MICROSOFT COMPANY PRESENTATION
SEPTEMBER 20, 2000 AT
6 :00PM IN THE
U CENTER ROOM 202B
Microsoft is an equal opportunity employer and supports workplace diversity. © 2000 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved .
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Chad Cole's
Culinary Corner:
Wonderful meal
from a can, it's
what's for dinner
By CHAD

Page 15

CD Review:
Barenaked
Ladies rock again
with unusual
instruments

COLE

By

REBECCA

LEXA
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Hello all, and welcome to today's
presentation on "Wonderful Meals
From a Can." Let me begin the show
with a simple question - What can be
cheaper and easier to make than a meal
in a can? This million-dollar question
from ages past can only be answered
with a resounding, "Nothing!" Canned
food has been road. tested a million
times over and it always has proven
itself a winner. Now that Botulism is a
concern of the past, and the art of preserving food has reached respectable
levels, a can is tantamount to dinner.
A canned meal comes in handy
for many occasions. If you are the typical college student, then speed is a
necessity in choosing a meal plan.
What is more expedient than eating
straight from a can? No preparation
time, no complicated ingredients, no
recipes. A simple case of Man vs. CanOpener. What about camping trips?
Canned food has the wonderful quality
of coming in its own serving bowl. No
extra plates or bowls are required; just
pop the top off the can and warm it up
in the fire . Do you have some unexpected guests over for dinner and not
have any food prepared for them? No
problem. In this situation, sneak back
to the pantry, grab a few cans of food,
heat the puppies up and then destroy
the evidence. Your company will never
know their food was processed eight
years ago in a small plant in Des
Moines, Iowa. Choose wisely in this
situation -though, as I wouldn't recommend trying to convince them that their
bowls of cold spaghetti-o's are your
own special homemade recipe. Worried about being snowed-in? Were you
the type that fretted over the Y2K
farce? Want to prepare for Nuclear
Holocaust? Nearly every food dilemma
can be solved with a can. Yes, as a great
person once declared, "There is a can
for all occasions."
Some readers may still be unfamiliar with the wide world of ·canned
food. For you, I offer a few simple
exercises to better acqiiaint yourselves
with this comer of the culinary world.
For a first exercise, compete in a
simple brainstorming session with a
rew liiends. Sit down in a quite room
and list all of the canned foods with
which you are fami liar. Afterwards,
oompare notes with your liiends.
Next, I recommend taking a stroll
lown can-food alley at your local. This
field trip will give you an

It took five a lbums before the
Barenaked Ladies made it big with
"Stunt," their 1998 release. "Maroon"
is the followup, released this year.
Primarily in major keys, the songs are
'a nice, softer rock with a mix of
everyday and unusual instruments.
Writers and band members Steven
Page and Ed Robertson have included
some seemingly nonsensical lyrics
tbat actually do go together after the
first few times the songs are heard.
Overall, this is a fun CD that's difficult to dislike.
Along with Page and Robertson,
who do vocals and guitars respectively, the band is coml'rised of bassist
Jim Creegan, percussionist Tyler
Stewart and Kevin Hearn on instruments varying from keyboards to
accordian. Various bandmembers also
give cameo appearances to everything from a glockenspiel to a
clavi net, and similar appearances are
made by extras like Jim Scott and
Rob "Tiny" Menegoni.
The perfect insecure person's
anthem is "Falling For the First
Time." An upbeat song with a prominent acoustic guitar and several backup vocalists, it reminds the listener of
high school and the first "true love."
''I'm so cool, too bad I'm a 10ser.. .I'm
so fly, that it's probably why itlFeeIs
like I'm falling for the first time." The
overall message is a giddy one, showing the thrill of the beginnings of a
new relationship, as well as the butterflies that tend to settle in the stomach during this stage of life. It ends on
a positive note, and is something most
of us have been through at some
point.
Childhood memories of summer
are invoked in "Pinch Me," a more
easygoing song with sillier lyrics. The
vocals are given more room than the
instrumentals in the song, though the
latter do make some nice appearances
between ver~es. Who can forget the
feeling of what it is "To throw all
your cares awaylPut the sprinkler on
the lawn!And run through with my
gym shorts onffake a drink right from
the hose." The song takes a more
puerile tum near the end, with much
amusement: ."Who' li ~otice that I'm
not around?1I could hide out under
therelI just made you say underwear."
Of course, "I could leave, but I'll just
stay/All my stuff's here anyway."
Very si ll y, and very well-written.

see Canned, page 17
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Parking on campus .is a subject
that arouses frustration in almost
every college student. Many students
at the University of Missouri - Rolla
are wondering exactly what is going
on with parking on campus. Common
concerns generally include permit
waiting li~ts, pennit prices and parking availability.
One of these concerns relates to
who gets parking permits. There have
been rumors that businesses not connected to UMR have been issued
parking permits despite student waiting lists. The truth is yes, local nonUMR businesses have been issued
parking permits. Lisa Olds, Senior
Secretary of the UMR Police Department explained.
- "Missouri Enterprises and other
such businesses who have an association with UMR have been issued permits," Olds said. "I believe we also
have one or two spaces by KMNR
that we sell permits for out of courtesy. When we took over that space,
the businesses that had been using that
space were left wiih no parking so we
sell those businesses a couple of
spots."
Although this sort of information
cannot be found there, many student
concerns are addressed on the
UMRPD 's web page http : //ww.J
w. umr. e du / - po l ice. In fo rm a-

tion contained on the pages' include issues related to parking on a daily
the priority system for assig(ling lots. basis . .
waiting lists for lots, penalties for vio- .
"I can understand student frustralations of parking regulations, parking tion with the parking and permit syspermit prices, parking licket income, tem," Bleckman said. "The system we
parking violations, towing, and the
use isn 't peLfect, but it comes from
Parking, Security and Traffic Com- years of experience and use and it is
mittee.
the most efficient that we have
The Parking, Security and Traf- found ."
,fic Committee, which is discussed
Bleckman explained that students have a difficult time viewing
parking from all sides. He said stuBusinesses not
dents usually only see how the system
works from their end and not the
connected to
whole picture.
UMR have been
For ~xample, some students have
been wondering why lots are being
issued parking
patrolled so close to 4:30 p.m. when
parking is avai lable to everyone after
permits despite
4:30 and on weekends. Bleckman 's
student waiting
explanation is in student perception.
Bleckman elaborated, " it is easy for
lists.
students to notice a patrol car in a lot
aro und 4 or 4: 15 p.m. and remember
within the pages of the UMRPD's that. There isn 't any concerted effort
web site is an important part of the to patrol near 4:30 p.m. to catch early
parking administration at UMR. This parkers in any lot. We have patrols of
parking lots scheduled and we patrol
committee is responsible for deciding
fines, methods of collecting fines, per- Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. to
mit issuance, regulations and how 4:30 p.m."
Bleckman offered the same type
income from fines is spent. This committee has not been established for of explanation when asked if UMR
this academic year, but soon wi ll be. has considered building a parking
When it is convened, the Director of garage.
"Students may think that a parkthe University Police, Bi ll Bleckman,
• ing garage is the perfect solution,"
will be an ex-officio member.
Because of his position with the Bleckman said, "but they have to look
UMRPD and subsequent ly the Parksee Parking, page 17
ing Committee, Bleckman deals with

see Maroon, page 16

Maroon
From page 13
"Sell Sell Sell" s~ out with a harp, then goes on like somewhat like an ethereal 50's slow-dance song mixed with tango. This tune takes a sly poke at materialism, in particular the entertainment industry, as well as the romanticizing of intercountry war. It gets the point across quite well with a very friendly-sounding tone
of voice. The guys sing quite sweetly, "Buy buy buy buy/Sell sell selllHow well you
leamfTo not discemlWho's foe and who is friendlWe' lI own them all in the end."
''Never Do Anything" is a sort of alternative-sounding ditty about amo unting
to absolutely nothing. Between narcissism and professional tic-tac-toe league plans,
the song gives some pretty bizarre ideas on ''making i ~" yet not quite making it
there. It's also the friendliest lazy song on the airwaves. Page sings, qui te cheerfully, "If I were the king/All the subjects would dance and singlThey could kiss my
ring." At least he admits he' ll never amount to anything.
A good anti-war song is "Helicopters." Its beginning is reminiscent of the
peace songs of the late 60s, then goes into a sedate but well-paced rhythm. The
melody is a bit redundant, but the lyrics, as always, are simple but to the point. "Just
as soon as we were on the groundlWe were back in the jet/Just another three-<lay
foreign tour we'd never forget/It 's hard to sympathize with all this
devasatationIHopping 'round !Tom site to site like tourists on vacation." A blatant
truth about the world comes near the end: "A world that love its irony must hate the
protest singer." This song really does make the listener think.
The perennial debate of whether to stay in a relationship after a fight is
addressed in "Go Home." A quick-step song with a lot· of acoustic instruments, it
supports going back to a partner after the anger has faded. An excellent chorus is "If
you think of her as Joan of ArC/She's burning for you, get your car out of parkllf
you think of her as Catherine the GreatlThen you should be the horse to help her
meet her fateflf you need her, you should be therefGo home." It sounds a bit antimale sexist; however, the message of the song is clear-if you still love your partner, don't leave!
"Maroon" is a definite keeper for listeners who love good lyrics. The words
are backed up by talented instrumentals and delivered by a nice voice somewhere
between a tenor and a baritone. Overall, a nice, please-everybody set of 12 songs
has ~n given to the music world by the Barenaked Ladies.
.

syJ'
oI/lie l

The BarEmaked Ladies have recently released their sixth album, entitled "1I1".,,,,,,n"
album features upbeat l?ongs such as "Sell Sell Sell"_ photo courtesy of Reprise

Game of the Week:

Army Men deliver disappointment
By BRANDON BELVIN
o( the

Missouri Miner

Army Men: "Toys in Space" by 3DO
Recently, I· had the misfortune to play one of the newest
Army Men installments. In the pas~ I have been impressed
with the Army Men titles on PC and N64, but this one caught
me by surprise. To put it mildly, it sucks - and it's not often for
me to think that about what would seem to be a good game.
The concept of the game is nice. Once again, Sarge of the
Green Army (the hero of previous Army Men games) returns
to battle the bad guys, the Tan Army. But this time, the Tans
have found a new ally in some very strange plasric aliens. To
counter them, you meet a new group of friendly plastic fighters - the Space Troopers. Tina Tomorrow is the female leader
of this "elite" space fighting force, which shows that 300 can
follow in the steps of the video game leaders and add busty
females to a game to make it more marketable.
Now, don't let this criticism tum you away from the
game. I suggest you go to the game's website and download
the demo so you can form your own opinion. Bu~ take my
words as good advice: Steer clear of this one, folks.
Game Play:
One thing that I noticed about this game in the short time
I wasted to play it was that it has a very unbalanced difficulty.
Playing it on the easiest setting, it was basically impossible to
complete a mission. It seems like the enemy is just too strong
and too smart for the "Easy" difficulty setting.
Above that, the user interface needs help. Trying to run
and control my little plastic men while shooting and trying to
look ahead to where you are actually running is out of the
question. It becomes very obvious that the game does not
intend for you to see the trap you are running into, because
you can't look around while having one or more men run. I
guess I have just become too reliant on a game engine and
want to tell my men to run and shoot while I attend to matters
on another region of the map. Simply put: Unreasonable.
Score:

**

GraphiCS:
In this game, 3DO promised new alien and Space Trooper figures and that's what they gave us. Besides these new
additions, it all seems pretty standard. There's nothing really
impressi~e about the graphics. But. then again, you don't play
this type of game to be worrying about graphics. Just like in
StarCraft, they could have done a better job on the graphics,
but game play is much more important. With this in mind, I
did not expect much, and that's what I got. Their effort earns
them an average score.
Score:

***

Sound:
While you don't expect much on the graphics, sometimes sound can be an integral part of the game. If I ever hear
the melting scream of a little plasric soldier again, I think I
may have to invest in my own flame-thrower. Seriously, the
sound in this game was not only unimpressive, it was very
annoying. In the multi-player mode, I could never tell what
was going on because of all the messy background noise of
enemy bazookas, mortars and flame-throwers. Frankly, I just
did not like it
Score: ~

OveraU:
As I have hinted at before, I think this is a poor excuse of
a game. Compared to its other Army Men counterparts, I think
this one does not hold its own. But if you don't find it frustrating to assemble a sparse plastic army, then watch it run
over marauding little plasric aliens, try this game out. Otherwise, don't even bother. If you're going to invest in a game,
try one of the other Army Men games. I haven't played them
all, but they are much more impressive than this.
OveraU Score:

**

Game Website: Iwww.3dO-com/products/pclarmymen3J)
System Requlremeots (Minimum):
Peotium 9OMHz, 16MB RAM, 150MB Hanl Disk· space,
4X CD-ROM, ·DlrectX6 compatible video and sound card,
Mouse

Humor:

Hel"·freezes over
By MARMADUKE GUMP
o( the

Missouri Miner

Late thi s weekend , National
Security Counc il members confirmed initial reports that Hell,
abode of Lucifer, Screwtape and
other famous names, had indeed had
an "extreme temperature drop,"
freezing operations for well over a
week now.
A full public address by President Clinton is expected this weekend in conjunction with other international leaders as a fact-finding trip
to the third level of Hell concludes.
Advisor on Satanic Affairs, Alan
Crawford, spoke to the Missouri
Miner concern'ing the reality,
response and ramifications of this
catastrophic event.
"We began receiving word as
early as Sunday of last w~ek that
something had gone severely wrong.
We ' ve heard nothing from our
ambru;sadors to Iran or Libya since
that time, and we now believe they
died in the initial wintry blast. Intel
has provided specific specifications
on the precise activities in the first
four levels of Hell, but we believe
the worst damage lies in the last
three or four."
The Sheolean Regulatory Commission and Admissions Council
made the official plea for emergency
aid on Wednesday as the freezing
effect showed no signs of abating

and average temperatures dropped to
a frigid - 10°C ( 14°F). The French
d' Legionne d' Arse responded
immediately and were first to arrive I
in Hell as the French people had the
highest nationaj interest in the catas·
trophe. Other international groups
are beginning an organized emer·
gency action committee, but as of
yet, no souls have been evacuated.
Said Hans Bismarck, Director of the
Admissions Council, "We can 't just
let everyone go. They're just gonna
have to deal with the cold like the
rest of us."
Not all in Hell are appreciative
of the efforts to help in this calamity.
As international government aid
arrives, so does government regulation. The American Civil Liberties
Union noted that, of the first few
levels seen by investigators, none of
them met quotas for Protestants and
all had an inordinate number of
Canadians. OSHA, the American
"safety watchdog," has already had
conflict as representatives · tried
installing no-slip strips on the stairway between Second and Thind Hell.
Said one of the tormented, "They
gave us blankets and stuff, but now I
really wish they would never have
come at all."
President Clinton has put highest priority on maintaining a wann,
comfortable temperature in the sec-

see Hell, page 17
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Grease & Gears:

.Canned

Tire chemistry 101 for the traction-concerned
By JOSH

MARTIN

of the Missouri Miner

Nearly ~verybody with a hot-rodded car wants to ' find some way to get
more traction. No matter how much
power your car has, it can't do any good
if you don 't have a stable connection to
the road. A couple of years ago a frie nd
of mine built some extra horsepower
into his car. After a few smoky burnouts
off of stoplights, his tires were bald. It
turns out he had done this purposefully
and then wondered why the extra contact patch didn 't mean extra traction. It
stands to reason that more rubber on the
road means more grip. Of course, it
doesn't actually work like that. At least it
doesn't when you bum the excess rubber
off. The process of Vulcanization, which
makes rubber suitable for tires in the first
place, also makes tires get a little harder
every time they are heated. Soft rubber
sticks to the pavement well; hard rubber
does not.

During Vulcanization, su lfur is
added to rubber to make it stronger by
making links between the rubber molecules. This is a pretty neat trick that
makes Vulcanized rubber vastly more
useful in various applications than regular rubber, but it is not without its drawbacks. After the Vulcanized tires are
made, it would be nice if the sulfur
would know when to qui l linking molecul es, but it doesn 't. Every time the tires
are heated and then cool down, which is
known as a heat cycle, the sulfur makes
the tires harder. This effect is mostly
unnoticeable in regular passenger-car
tires and usual ly only makes its presence
known after tens of thousands of miles.
Performance tires are another matter,
though. Tires designed for racing or
even for spony street cars are much softer than the tires that come standard on a
Chevy Lumina. It takes fewer heat
cycles for them to loose their softness
and their grip.
As strange as it may seem, the most
expensive tires are often the ones with
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Hell
From page 14
ond circle, home oJ adulterers. However, lobbyists for each level of
damnation have already swamped the
House with requ ests th at their q uarte rs
be given precedence. The EPA is begging for special space heaters for the
fourth level, the domain of hoarders
and wasters. A Ian Greenspan has
promised a tax-free year to individu-.
als contributing to the level of frauds
and moneylenders.
Forecasters at th e Maryland based National Weather Service are
baffled by the sudden shift in Hell's
weather. Global wanning predicted a
.275-degree rise in temperature for
this decade. The sudden impressive
drop of 1700 K might throw further
predictions off a bit. The most recent
readings' show nearly all motion at the

atomic-level has ceased, freezing the
tortured into a state of infinite damnation.
The Admissions Council has
been swamped by requests from
Physicists, Mathematicians and other
college professors for "early entry" to
the lower levels of Hades to witness
fi rst-hand the near 0 K te mperatures.
Said Dr. Willi am Ore of CarnegieMellon, "We had long held that Hades
would be the optimum site for superconduction experiments. Now, if only
our Dark Father wou ld let us see
w h at'~ down there."
The ' most devastating consequence of the freeze stems from hundreds of thousands of unfulfilled
vows, promises and off hand remarks,
which must now be made good. No
small amount of visits to mothers-inlaw charitable donations and marria~es must be gone through with by
the unwitting soul who never thought

the shortest life span. Barely legal street
tires that can cost hundreds of dollars per
unit and equally expensiv.e race slicks
are dead after a relatively low number of
heat cycles. After eight or twelve cycles
tires like those are mostly useless. In
comparison, a sixty-<lollar tire from Wal,
Mart will often last sixty thousand miles

or $0.
Those who want more traction on
the track from their street tires often take
them to a race shop to have the tread
shaved off. This provides a large contact
patch while keeping the tire from getting
hard. Of course, this is not'a good idea if
you plan to use the same tires on the
street. For now, buying tires is a compromise between cost, performance and
longevity. I'm sure that there are several
ti re manufacturers working on ways to
make Vulcanized rubber impervious to
heat cycles, but I haven't heard about
any successes yet. Maybe some UMR
graduate will be the one who figures it
out.

From page 13
up-c lose-and-personal, first-hand encounter wit h a plethora of canned
comestibles.
For a final project, it wou ld be a helpful tool to write up a personal
"Canned Food Pyramid," which contains lists of the foods which you eat regularly from a can. At the base of the pyramid, include the canned foods wh ich
yo u are not too fond of, and as the pyramid rises, list in order of preference your
favorite canned delicacies. The top rung of your pyramid should be reserved for
that item which you hold above all others. As an example, for my personal
pyramid, I would start with havi ng canned beets buried deep beneath my pyramid. One of the greatest fo llies of mankind was committed when the first beet
was sealed in a can. Foods such as sardines, mixed vegetables, tuna, Campbell 's
soups, etc. wo uld then be listed in increasing order of taste up the pyramid.
Then, at the pinnacle of my canned food pyramid, the crowning star of all that
is canned, wou ld lie Busch 's Bak~d Beans. Busch's Baked Beans come in a
variety of fl avors, from maple-syrup, to barbecue, to homestyle and they represent what all other canned foods should aspire to be. Every canned food pyramid is unique, be creative.
One of the magical qualities of canned food is it's versatili ty. Yo u do not
need me to tell you what food s to buy in a can. Everything and it's cousin can
be purchased in can-form nowadays.
Good luck in your search for canned wonders, and remember: the only
thing that lies between you and a great meal is a can opener. Goodbye!

Parking
From page 13
at other factors besides how convenient it wou ld be for the students. The
cost effecti veness [of bui lding a parking garage] is not to the level of buying land. We have looked into this. It
is much more expensive per space. It
costs around $1,000 per space for land
lots and somewhere between $5 ,000
and $ 10,000 for. each space of a ~ark
ing garage. That is a s igni ficant
increase in cost. To make back the
money UMR would spend in building
a structure in any reasonable amount
of time, we would have to charge students a lot more fo r parking pennits.
The cost outweighs the benefits right
now."
Though no parking garage is in
the near future for UMR, Bleckman
encouraged students to make suggestions regarding solutions to problems
they have seen as well as voicing concerns.
he wo uld have to stick to his word.
Those hoping to avo id an eternity in ~
now-frigid Hell hole must perfonn,
lest they spend forever with the
French.
Experts are still searching for the
reason behind the extreme' climatic
shift from fiery tonnent to frosty torture. Since no one still alive has yet
entered into the lower portions of
Hades, scientists can only speculate as
to the root of the problem. So far, the
only lead officials have is a witness
who heard those trapped in eighth
Hell "yelling about some minor football games." In vestigation is continuing.
The above article was wrillell without

proper adult supervision. and should
not have been viewed by anyone with
more intelligence than mayolJnaise. NOI
aile member of the Ufliver-sity claims
any association wilh ils author.

615 South Bishop Ave. #C
Rolla, MO 65401

Phone: (573) 364-8892

r.------------------------,

~ HA~ ~!rN~!~r.!C
&

364-6866
209

w.

11th

st.

$2.00 off haircut with Student LD _
Ask for Dawn .
coupon

expires Sept. 30

coupon

Close to Ca m pus
Friendly Atmosphere
Open Till Midnight

• Italian Sodas •Chai
• Burgers • Steaks • Salads
205 W 11th Street (Between Pine & Rolla)
368-4141
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Studen·t Life
announces

lue Ke
Miner of he Semester '
By A LYCIA AHRENS

of Blue Key

I -

Blue Key is proud to announce that Holly Bentley is
of Miner of the Semester for WS2000. Holly was nominated by Gamma Beta Sigma. She has been very invo lved in
many campus organizations including ACerS, Keramos,
Gamma Beta Sigma, the Juggling Club and Wesley House.
In addition to the man y positions she has held within these
organizations, Holly was one of the two ACerS student
congress members representing the University of Misso uri
- Rolla last year. Part of the responsibilities on studen t congress was to help organize the ACerS convention held in
St. Louis last semester. This fall, Holly also worked as a
student mentor.

Although Holly has spent many hours serving the
UMR campus, she has also spent many hours serving the
community. Holly has volunteered at the Ro lla Head Start
and has served as a tutor/mentor to three chi ldren in the
community. Last semester, Holly also organized a bowl-athon for Big BrotherslBig Sisters to benefit area children.
Holly even spent her spring break doing volunteer work
instead of taking a vacation. She was part ofa student work
trip to Honduras. The group helped rebuild a community
that was destroyed by a hurricane. Holly described the trip
as a valuable learning experience and as quite rewarding.
" It made me realize all the things we take for granted."
Because of Holly's dedication to campus and community, Blue Key selected her as the Miner of the Semester.
Congratulations., Holly!

§ lUJB3 ©@J1j) ~©n @1lJl~ ~

CPA to host "Mark Twain Tonight"
By KELLY SAUNCHEGRAW

of Student Union Board

Student Union Board is a member of the Campus Performing Arts
board. This is an organization that
hosts profeSSIonal theatrics in Leach
Theater throughout the year. This Friday, Sept. 22, "Mark Twain' Tonight,"
starring Hal Holbrook, will be performed starting at 8 p.m.
This is a great summary of the
show: According to the Washington
Post, " Holbrook's characterization of

the great novelist and raconteur is, to
this day, i work in progress. The
transformation is so complete as .to be
almost unsettling at times. The combination of Holbrook's physical and
vocal talents and the potency 'of
Twain's words is a mesmerizing thing
to behold."
In 1988, at the Modem Language Association, the Mark Twain
Circle of America honored Hal Holbrook with a special lifetime achievement award in recognition of his
un ique accomplishments both as ' a
performer and as a scholar. Dr. Shel-

ley Fisher Fishkin, president of the
Mark Twain Circle, said of Holbrook,
"His Mark Twain is fresh and accurate and - hilarious and caustic and
inimitable. Hal Holbrook 's meticulous, thoughtful, imaginative, deeply
engaged and engaging interpretations
of Twain 's words over 40-year periOd before hundreds of thousands of
people have given Twain the one
thing he could not give himself: a
vitality beyond the grave that no
author has the right to expect."
Sounds like a great event. Hope
to see you there.

a

,

Next Tuesday, Sept. 26, the Uni.
versity of Missouri - Rolla, Film Festival
will present Topsy Turvey, starring lesley Manville and Timothy Spall.

Director Mike Leigh re-creates
the most famous partnership in 'the
British theatre - the collaboration of
W. S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan in
the glory era of imperial rule. There
are elements here of a traditional biopic ~ failure, triumph, intimations of
immortality - but none of the stodginess and self-congratulation that usually
plague the form. Sullivan, libertine who nevertheless had serious pretensions
as a composer, and Gilbert, formal, irascible and asexual, but a great theatrical pro, are so dissimilar in temperament that they can hardly bear each
other's company. Leigh suggests that the combination of sentimental languor and incisiveness produced the art of The Miakdo, whose preparation
and first performance take up the second half of \he movie. R-1999.
The movie will be shown in Leach Theatre of Cast lemaIi Hall at 7 p.m.

Opening Games, Friday September 15

Dave Seeburger participates in a game of Washers during the Opening Games. Greek
photo by Dozzle
Week began last Friday and will run until Closing Games Sept. 22.

___
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Movies still to come for the remainder of the semester include:
October 3 - THE THIRD MAN
October 10 - KINGS WITH STRAW MATS
October 17 - CROUPIER
Octob'er 24 - THE END. OF THE AFFAIR
October 31 - TANGO
November 7 - BEAU TRAVAIL
November 14 - TIME CODE
November 18 (8 p.m. Saturday) - MAGNOLIA
November 28 - THE NAVIGATOR
December 5 - MIDWINTER'S TALE
All films are screened at 7 p.m. on Tuesday's in Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall, unless noted otherwise.

i

CogCon 8 to be _held in
University Center - East

s

By BARBARA WILKINS

of GEARlUMR Gaming Club

Greek Week 2000:

..........:-::

r-------------------------------------~I sept~

The Gaming Enthusiasts Association of Rolla in association with the
University of Missouri - Rolla Gaming Club and Show-Me Anime is
proud to present CogCon 8. It will be
held in University Center - East
beginning 2 p.m. Sept. 22, and runnin'g through 6 p.m. Sept. 24. CogCon'
offers a variety of gaming experi-

ONLY YOU CAN

ences, including role-playing, miniatures, boardgames, card games and
network computer gaming, as well as
an anime room and a charity drawing.
, Our.highlight this year is the premier of the RPGA's Living Rokugan
campaign, a national campaign using
the Legend of the Five Rings RPG.
Additional information can be found
on our web-si te at http://www . r.J
ollanet. org/ -cogcon, or by
calling (573) 341-5932 or _e-mailing
to youta@rollanet .org.

PREVENT FOREST FIRES ,

www.smokeybear.com

•
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MINER AD
Dear Miner Editor. Last'semesler I cooped at a chemical plant, where I learned
about the dangers of poly-chlorinated
benzenes. It has come to my aitention
that people on this campus ignore the
dangers ...

STMENTS

Yo, BRAD! WE 'RE GOING TO

MICKY-D's AND WALLY WORLD.
GOING'BY

PCB's

Ai'JDDO SOME

JUS

lUI a&Teal

Ib,
ttdlybear eac\
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By e.

--------------------~
. I' .Even now as I type. some of my
friends are going to Wal-M a rt to
purchase PCB's. Little do they realize
potential hazards to Ihe environment
that may result from their careless acts.
They won't believe me. So if you rim
'tbis leiter, please sign me
_ Concerned Co-Oper

~ntimenlallan.
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You're supposed to throw 't he bouquet ...
N.OT the buffet.

"Hey Tex, these guys are pretty good. It's like they've
been playing cards their whole lives."

......

~ ----------------

September 20, 2000

Ballot
From page 5
someone is sure to tell me that I am
just throwing my vote away. I have
heard repeatedly that to vote for a Libertarian, a Socialist, a Reform Party or
a Green Party candidate is useless, but
I disagree.
It may not be possible to move
the Democrats or the Republicans
from their positions of power, but it is
certainly possible to make our wishes
known to them through political pressure. Take for instance the issue of
health care reform. If everyone who
wants real health care reform publicly
supports a third party candidate who
wants to see similar po licy implemented, one of the major candidates
wi ll realize that he or she may need
those votes to win. Then the major
candidate will adopt the issue of
health care reform into his or her campaign platform to attract the voters
who support the same thing.

Once elected the voters must
then continue to ~oice their opinions
on the same issue, and if the politician
fails to deliver, vote him or her out at
the next opportunity. Before too long
candidates will begin to realize that it
takes action to keep a political office.
Unfortunately, politicians are often
able to keep their jobs with little more
than slick talk and mudslinging, but
responsible voters can change this.
Not only should we vote 'endorse
less popular candidates who we happen to agree with, but we should also
join their campaigns. One vote means
little in this country, but someone who
spreads a politician's message can
make a significant impact: What is
needed it a change in the basic men·tality of the voters. Choosing the lessor of two evils election after election
promotes the continuation of a flawed
system. At the very least, we should
expect accountability from politicians, and maybe we can even transform the two party system into something that offers more choices.

InstnJctJo,
Hap6rsOJ

pour some

[gasoline]

on that

fire' in

your belly.
Multi -Player

With Army ROTC, you'll get to fuel your desire to be the
best. In the process, you'll learn how to think on your feet,

Computer
Gaming Center

stay cool under pressure, really take charge. Register for

an Army ROTC course today. It's time to stoke that fire.

ARMY R01C

Unlike any other college course you can take.
STOP BY 306 HARRIS HALL
OR CALL 341-4744

1081 E. 18th Street
Inside
Adventure Time Video

V~lers rnlJsi
elr Opin'

h
'O~
epolilici!<
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ACROSS

ciocoInge
41 ThoIgirI
_

iSmol_

so IAon ("'->g)

20 Edge

51 WrIM t.11er

22E_

~ChocI<~

23Eutortla.¥or

S5u.~I<04_

-

58 TOUItlO~

' 2Atgtr

'SP_~~

eliroo1_

'4 £IoIarVng 10 (aut.)
1Sl..... out

64CodroI

62~ec!_

178kti101CMs!
19VotelJ'l
•
21 Cr~ oC Amer ~r. states (abbr.)
22Armbonc
24ean
16Pio<oe _
29._Gri!!y

31 E'ic:rgy
33

Boring (001

3-'l.~dwt;$tst.;rts(abb( . }

..

~66"_

67 Dnalon (_bbI )

DOWN
1 Kept oul of si9ht
2 Belore tDOetiC}
3 Sl<K:ken: gl~ in
4 Lavish ~SSNe Iova

58u:1d
6 Tnc:he.r's.helper {3btlf.}

35 tlave din.'1eS
37 erewed' dri.'1k
J9 Drin.lre!'s group (abbr.)
40 Chir:t!$ti po"!lmcphy
~2 FIIgh!IeS:S!:Iifd
44 Keep safe
4&F\e!-bottorned boo1.

10Hclel
11 Oogoreet
16 M,.'\i(e happy

48 17th Gr",k letter

18

77th Greek letter
8 CotNer
9Maican~p

O~1c

25t~

27 Mtwit
28 CUllIng port 01 krlfe

JO_pototo
32 C~ wooden pin

3(I_p"",""

38 BfCadcasting so:Jfld
4' Lot.;ood lOt> (Sbng)
43 Expressk>n 0: rR.'fPI"~
45 COC'l'le'S irlter su.'TV'OCf
47At'Tnfodcon1ljct
49 Surpass

52 Thittk 3bout
54 Draw (p.t)
5.,1) E\pression of c'!n'1a1:e1T'1CnI
56 P!Ufal of Is

57 Monil 1;'1'(0(
59 Sh:srp-pcintcd wtre
60 N~edand5 city

63 Edwaro'e nlot.name

veeseI

ThlJ Dot·GamlJ
InstruCUol1S: Players take tums connecting two dots IhoruonlallY orverticallY onlyl
Haperson completes a box. he puts his initials in it The playerwilh Ihe most boxes
wilh his initials in it when allIhe boxes are completed, wins.
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off the mark
com

www.

September 20, 2000

by Mark Parisi r------------------------------------------------~
~
ATLANTIC FEATURE ©1 999 MARl< PARISI

MarkParisi@aol.com

AnswlJrs 10 Ihll
Crossword
PUZZ/II
(punic appeals lowellelU
OURSE .

MAYNARD ADJUSTMENTS

By Maynard Barnswallow'

Oh Doc, I just can't
seem to get this man"')"'J"~i.l#'.~_
out of my head! I
remember all of the
great fun we had ...

btbS

latb 11

He was my Knight in
Shining Armor! Every'
week we'd spend a few
moments together.

Math 11

single) for a short-term, long-distance, electrifying
relationship!!
daniner@zipmail.com

CLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale
Tracia's Loft: appx. 5.5 ft. tall, with a
computer desk I shelf attached underneath. 2x4
construction . Ladder attatched. $70 OR BEST
OFFER. :0) 2 years old, used in rooms 310 and
304 of Altman Hall.
Stacey's Loft: appx. 6.5 It tall, REALLY REALLY sturdy 4x4 posts and 2x6 framing.
Ladder is seperate and made of PVC pipes .
- $100 OR BEST OFFER. 1 year old , used in
room 305 of Altman Hall.

diagram included.

Kristen

at

308-3427

or

FOR SALE : sleeper sofa $80, small entertainment center $15,
2 barstools @ $10 each.
contact Laura at 341-3166

Newly renovated two bedroom, one bath. cent air,
wesheridryer located on premises, no pets.
$350nnonth 308-4687

Lost/Found
Lost Nokia flip phone. Saturday evening (9/9/00). If
found, please call Jonathan at 364-1917. Reward.

VritiogCeot

Personals
DC Miner seeks AC Girl

(Attrective and Cunrentfy

paoish 1,80

tat 115,115

For more infonnation \ please call us at

368-4527 or email us at stacey@umr.edu or tracia@L;tmr.edu .

Matbl04
Pbysll ,l]

For Rent

Loft For Sale: $100 or best offer; 4 X 4
legs, 2 X 4 supports, Cedar wood. Instructional
Contact
kld @umr.edu .

Cafe to book for Friday or Saturday nights.
&J7 Pine Sl 308-1771 and ask for Joe.

Play Guitar? Sing? Acoustic Sets? Call Rolla Rock

h
~

-

--/'

r--.,
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HOROSCOPES
b~ Dan

~

,

~ Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 19)

Last time, you thought it was your breath, and
you were wrong, here is a little secret: try a little of the Ole Zipper Checking

f'\.addex
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) You are curious about putting a zip line from
the library to UCW, it is a good idea, try it when it is really dark and not too
many people around, and Remember when you zip, you gotta make the
tarzan yell.

®

9)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 20). Don't be afraid of the grasshoppers, they
are natures way of proving that you can't jwnp.

@

~
@
~

Capricorn (Dec. 21 to Jan. 19) If you build it, he will come, of course, I am
talking ab~ut the Homer Simpson, and the Shrine to Homer.

•

Pisces (Feb. 18 to Mar. 19) You have the problem with being-disorientated
and confused, which might account for your wearing a skirt instead of a
shirt.

. your not a t.errible terrible TERRIBLE person I

-

Gemini (May 20 to June 20) You are thinking of getting a new car, and
have narrowed it down to 3, a Hummer, a Limo and a Hearse. Arnold drives
a Hummer, Limos are expensive but Hearses are just cool.

Cancer (June 21 to July 21) You will die a horrible temble death, sorry, but
that is the breaks.

. Leo (July 22 to Aug. 22) Now is a good time to get a costwne and wear it
to class. Not your class, just random classes .

.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 17) No matter _what anyone says, Disco never
died, it LIVES!

~ Aries (Mar. 20 to Apr. 19) You are a terrible terrible person, just be lucky
'"
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•

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 21) No matter how naughty you feel, it isn't a good
idea to order a pizza for the chancellor.

Libra (Sept. 22 to Oct. 22) James Bond lied to you, there is no such thing
as a license to kill, and even if they did exist, yo u don't get them at the
license bureau.

FALL 2000 A CADEMIC ASSISTANCE

:--

COURSE _

allow

Chern 1,3

---.,

Comp Sci 153
Econ 121, 122

8:00-10:00, TJ Cafeteria
2:30-10:00, 208 CS·

7:30-9:30, ChLC 305 Schrenk
1:30-9:00,208 CS'

1:30-10:00,208 CS ..

Math 2, 3, 4, 6

2:30-10:00, 208 CS'
6:00-7:00, 106 SWBCC
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

6:00-7:00,106 SWBCC
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

~
,r-\~

Math 8

3:30-4:30, G7 Tl
7:00-8:00, G7 1'1
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

3:30-4:30, G7 TJb
7:00-8:00, G-7 TJ
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harris b

3:30-4:30, G7

7:00-9:00, MLC G5 Rolla

3:30-4:30, G7 TJ b
5:30-7:00, G7 TJ
7:00-9:00, MLC G5 Rolla

5:30-7:00, G7 TJ
7:00-9:00, MLC G5 Rolla

7:00-9:00, MLC G5 Rolla

~~~

Math 21

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

9:30am-1 :30; 107 Harrisb

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harris b

"I,!

-

Is_

:::::::-

...,.

TJb

b

3:30-4:30, G7 TJ
_6:00-8:00, G7 Altman
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb
3:30-4:30, G7 TJb

Math 22

Math 204
Phys 21, 23

Phys 24, 25

Stat 115, 215

3:00-5:00, PLC 130 Physics
6:30-8:30, PLC 130 Physics

-

8:00-9:00, G7 Altman
9: 30-10:30am, 107 Harrisb

8:00-10:00, TJ Cafeteria

Friday

b

3:30-4:30, G7 TJ
6:00-8:00, G7 TJ
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb
3:30-4:3 0, G7 TJb

3:30-4:30, G7 Tl
7:00-8:00, G7 TJ
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb
3:30-4:30, G7 TJb

r-

iD

~

7:30-9:30, ChLC 305 Schrenk

'-<"

1:30-6:00,'208 CS'

6:30-8: 00, G7 Altman

Spanish 1, 80

.F=
;:
~

All times are p.m. unless otherwise noted. Tutoring is done under the LEAD Program unless otherwise indicated by footnotes.
Sunilay
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Comp Sci 53, 74 8:00-10:00, 208 CS·
8:00-10:00, 208 CS·

I

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harris b

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

3:30-4:30, G7 TJb
6:30-7:30, G7 TJ
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb
I

3:30-4:30, G7 TJ b

I

b

3:30-4:30, G7 TJ
6:00-8:00, G7 Altman
9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harris b
3:3 0-4:30, G7 TJb

9:30am-1 :30, 107 Harrisb

b

3:30-4:30, G7 1"J
6:00-8:00, G7 TJ
9:30am- 1:30, 107 Harrisb
3:30-4: 3.0, G7

I

.

9:30am-I:30, 107 Harrisb

TJb

6:30-8:00, G7 Altman
6:00-7:30,106 SWBCC
2:30-5:00, PLC 130 Physics
6:00-8:30, PLC G7 Altman
6:00-7:00, G4 Altman
6:00-7:00, G4 Altman

12:30-1:30, 107 Harrisb

3:30-4:30, G7 TJb
12:30-8:00,
12:30-8: 00,
~riting Center 12:30-5 :00,
Campus Support'
Campus Support'
Campus Support'
!AEC & CPPD Assistance with study ski lls, test taking preparation, stress and time management, .

6:00-7:00, 106 SWBCC

3:00-5:00, PLC 130 Physics
6:30-8:30, PLC 130 Physics
6:00-7:00,106 SWBCC
8:00-9:00, G7 Altman
3:30-4:30, G7 TJb
12:3 0-8:.00,
Campus Support'
(AEC: 341-6655 ; CPPD: 341-4211 )

6:00-7:30, 106 SWBCC
2:30-5:00, PLC 130 Physics
6:00-8:30, PLC 130 Physics
6:00..7:00,106 SWBCC
6:00-7:00, IQ6 SWBCC

I

9:30-1 0:30am, 107 Harrisb

12:30- 1:30, 107 Harris b

12:30-1 :30, 107 Harrisb
12:30-8:00,
Campus Support'

12:30-5:00,
Campus Support'

ChLC = LEAD Chemistry Learning Center for Chern I & 3. Participating chemistry faculty : Bertrand
MLC = LEAD Mathematics Learning Center for Math 8. Participating mathematics facultr Akers, Bohner, 1nsall, Kirgan, Roe
PLC - LEAD Physics Learning Center for Physics 21-25. Participating Physics faculty : Alexander, Bieniek, Juhala, Pringle, Sankovich, Schmid, Schulz, Sparlin, Waddill
Computer Science Help program operated by the Department of Computer Science

G7 Altman - Academic Enhancement Center (AEC) in Quadrangle residence complex

Math Help program operated by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Center for Writing Technologies operated by the Writing Across the Curriculum Program

G7 TJ - Academic Enhimcement Center in Thomas Jefferson residence hall
106 SWBCC - Academ";c Enhancemenl Cenler in Southwestern Bell Cultural Center

I
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Calendar of Events
provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW
Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.

10:00 a.m. - UMR Surplus Property Auction,
Miner Rec Bldg.
4:00 p.m. - WS v. Northeastern State University,
Talequah, Ok.
6: 00 p.m. - MS v. Northeastern State University,
Talequah, Ok.
5:30 p.m. - Academic
Competition twice weekly meetings, 206 McN
5:30 p.m. - Habitat for
Humanity meeting, 2 10
or 211 McN
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers weekly meeting,
204 McN
6:00 p.m. - Chess Club
weekly tourney, UCE
Cafeteria
7:00 p.m. - Amateur
Radio Club Open Shack,
G29, G30 ECE

3:00 p.m. - Trap and 8: 00 a.m. - Chess Team
Skeet Club weekly meet- Missouri Open tournaing, UCE Gallery West
. ment, UCE Cafeteria
5:00 p.m. - Show Me 12:30 p.m. - Show Me

6:00 p.m. - Toastmasters
meeting, 109 CSF
7:45 p.m. - Baptist Student Union meeting, Baptist Student Center
7:45 p.m. - St. Pats committee meetings, 107C
ME Annex
8:00 p.m. - Christian
'Campus
Fellowship
meeting and worship,
G31 EE
8: 00 p.m. - Performance:
Hal Holbrook in "Mark
1\vain Tonight", Leach
Theater

Anime convention, 2nd

floor UCE
7: 00 p.m. - Show Me
Anime weekly anime
showing, 204 McN

8: 00 a.m. - Chess Team 5:30 p.m. - Academic
Missouri Open tourna- Competition twice weekment, UCE Cafeteria
ly meetings, 206 McN
4:00 p.m. - Alpha Phi 6:00 p.m. - UMR IndeAnime anime showing,
Alpha meetings, Mis- pendents business meet204 McN
souri, Mark 1\vain, or Sil- ings, Walnut Room,
1:00 p.m. - FB v. Truman ver & Gold Room, UCE
UCW
State University, Jackling . 5: 00 p.m. - Student 7 :00 p.m. - Association
Field
Activities (Organizational for Black Students, 204
4: 00 p.m. - WS v. events) - Show Me McN
Wi lliam Woods Universi- Anirne convention
All Day - District V Golf
ty, UMR Soccer Complex
Tournament,
Detroit
5:00 p. m. - Show Me
Lakes, Mich.
Anime convention, 2nd
floor UCE
6:00 p.m.
MS v.
SPORT CODES: FB-F{/{/IIIIIII, .11S-.I1l'1/\ S{/CWilliam Woods UniversiCl'I; II~-IIiIllIl'I/~~ S{/('('l'I; MB-.lll'//\
BII~kl'lhll". II 11- IJ(IIIIl'1I ~~ Bil.lkL1hllll. SII ~
ty, UMR Soccer Complex
Swimmillg. CC - Cm\.\ C{/III1II); BB-Bt/~elJt/ll
8:00 p.m. - Lady Miner
Benefit Moonlight Go lf
Tournament, UMR Golf
Course
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Missouri Miner Weather Report
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5:15 p.m. - Interfraternity
Council meeti~g, 2 I 6
McN
6:30 p.m. - Student
Counci l meeting, 204
McN
7:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Pi
meeting, G3 ChE
7 :00 p.m. - Solar Car
Team design meeting,
107 EM ·
7:00 p.m. - UMR Bridge
Club Meeting, Holloway
House
7:00 p.m. - Film Festival:
"Topsy Turvey", Leach
Theater
9:00 p.m. - SUB Homecoming Steering Committee meetings, 2 I 2 McN
All Day - District V Golf
Tournament,
Detroit
Lakes, Mich.

WEDNESDAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 74 "Low: 64

THURSDAY
Scattered T -storms
High: 69 Low: 47

Sept. 20, 2000

Missouri Recreational Forecast

~

Sun/Moon Chart This Week
!:!u

FRIDAY
Partly Clou dy
High: 76 Low: 45

LstQtrG:

9/20

SATURDAY .

New

Scattered T -storms
High: 68 Low: 56

9127

SUNDAY
Partly Cloudy
High : 67 Low: 46

MONDAY
Partly C loudy
High: 70 Low : 44

•

Sunrise
Wednesday 6:53 a.m.
Thursday
6:54 a.m.
Friday
6:55 a.m.
Saturday
6:56 a.m.
Sunday
6:57 a.m.
Monday
6:58 a.m.
Tuesday
6:59 a.m.

Sunset
7:06 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:03 p.m.
7:02 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:59 p.m.
6:57 p.m .

M!!o n ri~e

V1stQtr

lOIS

(j)

FuU
10/13

<Jl)

a..ru.'............ w..a-.....-...

All forectuls , data, and graphics provided by accesswemhu.com, a registered trademark of Rossby
Wetllher Services, Inc. C ]()()(). All righlS reserved.

III Monday, Se
UV I ndex Sca le
0-2: Minimal Exposure; 3-4: Low Exposure
5-6: Moderate Exposure; 7-9: High Exposure

I()+; Very High Exposure

Monday
97
Tuesday
78
Wednesday 83
Thursday
85
Friday
73
· 73
Saturday
Sunday
84

72
61

53
55
50
43
49

0.23"
0.47"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"

Weather History

train of fronts will be affecting the country over the next week. An im pressive
c!>ld front will move through the eastern United States in the middle of the
week. bringing numerous showers and thunderstorms from New England to the
Gulf Coast. Another low will d ive in from Canada to the southern P lains and
then head eastward as we head into the weekend. Both of these systems w ill have some cooler air behind them and temperatures w ill be on the order of 5-1 0 degrees below normal for this
time of year. By the beginning of next week, high pressure bu ilds in over a majority of the
country as a new system moves into the Northwest.

Sep t . 21. 1988 - High Winds and
locally heavy rains fell in the southwestern United States. Wind of 86
mph were reported at Dell City,
Texas, destroying an airport hangar.
Large hail was produced in east
central Utah while snow blanketed
some of the higher elevations.

~

A

Traveler's Trouble Spot This Week

Partly Cloudy
High: 74 Low: 49

The Zeta
Off« began iJ

Last Week's Almanac
!:!u
~ !.mY P recio

MQQ!!lli

11:56 p.m. 1:52 p.m .
2:55 p.m.
12:54 a.m. 3:53 p.m.
1:59 a.m . 4:45 p.m.
3:07 a.m . 5:30 p.m.
4: 17 a.m . . 6:09 p.m.
5:28 a.m. 6:45 p.m.

moonof~

National Weather Summary This Week

TUESDAY

acce• •weather.CDITI

Tanning Index Today

A pair of fronts will bring a decent chance of precipitation throughout the state
, , . over the next few days. The first front will bring scattered precipitation over the
. state on Thursday. The second system has a little more punch with it and will
march through over the weekend . This system will bring another surge of cooler
than normal temperatures with it. Readings are expected to be 5-10 degrees below normal over
the weekend for daytime highs and n ighttime lows. By Sunday. skies clear out and conditions
look great if you have any recreational activities scheduled.

~
.

A pair of low pressure areas will slide through the Ohio River Valley states and the
Northeast over the next week. The flTst front will move through during the midweek.
The second system will head in by the weekend and bring plenty of inclement weather with it. With heavy rainfall amounts over the past few months. flooding could definitely be an issue with both of these systems. Also. cooler than normal temperatures will settle in
by the beginning of next week.

lbe body
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Sep t. 21. 1989 - Hurricane Hugo
- slanuned into the South Carolina
coast at about 11 p.m. The storm
was responsible for 13 deaths. 420
injuries and damage estimates of
eight billion dollars. Wind gusts as
high as 138 mph were reported near
Folly Beach. S.c.
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